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This report presents the results of an analysis'effort performed to 
deffionstrate the feasibility of employing approximate d~mamical models and 
frequency-shaped cost fUllctional control law design techniques for helicop-
ter vibration suppression. Both fixed-gain and adaptive control designs 
based on linear second-order d~namical models were implemented in a detailed 
~otor ~ystems ~esearch !ircraft (RSRA) simulation to validate these active 
vibration suppression control laws. Approximate models of fuselage 
flexibility were included in the RSRA simulation in order to more accurately 
characterize the structural dynamics. The resultD for both the fixed-gain 
and adaptive approaches are promising a~d provide a foundation for pursuing 
further validation in more extensive simulation studip.s and in wind tunnel 
and/or flight tests. 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
One of the important improvementn which will influenc,; a ~Iide accept-
ance of rotorcraft for both commercial and military applications 13 the 
reduction of the mechanical vibration level. Reducing- the vibration level 
will effect I-ide quality both directly and indirectly through its affect on 
noise level, as well as providIng a more stable weapon delivery platform; 
and may reduce m~intenance, cost, and weight. 
There are several significant sources of vibration in r~torcraft in-
eluding rotors, transmission systems, and engines. The dO'::linant. source of 
for most helicopters in forward flight, however, ~s the periodic vibration 
loading of the rotor blades. When a helicopter transiti0ns from hover to 
fl1 ght, 1 t los es pol ar 3yr:lmctry of the a1 rflow t.;1rough the rotor 





























first order) a sinusoidal function of the blade azimuth with respect to ';he 
direction of flight. These differences are further augment";Q by a heli~ally 
dhed trailing vortex system, resulting in a rough ride for the hlades anct 
consequently the aircraft, even in nmooth air. Vibration at high forwar~ 
speed is further accentuated by compressibility and stall effects. 
Basically, the vibrating loads are perindic with the majority of the 
power concentrated around frequencies Which are harmonics cr 0, the rotor 
angular velocity (Or) times the number of blades (N). 
o • NO 
1" ( 1.1) 
Though vibration can occur at fr~quencies other than 0, 20, 30, etc., due to 
structural resonances in the airframe and the bladec, tt.:; dis~ur:Jc."ca pl"wer 
at frequencies other than harmonics ,of 0 is sisnifi~antly below tha~ Ileal" P. 
and its harmonics. This results in Significantly lower vibration l~vels. 
Near 0 and its harmonics, however, rotor ana fuselage fle.,ible modes can 
transm1 t the rotor hub loads to various locat10ns in the airfr4!llle with 51 g-
nificant incre'ases in amplitude and alterations in phase. 
Uncontrolled vibration levels 1n rotorcraft can ex~~e1 0.25 g, a lev~l 
significantly higher than that for flxed-wir.g aircr:jft. A example 'If uncon-
trolled vi~ration for a MBB BO 105 helicopter in ~teady-state forward flight 
at 70 knots and during some maneuvers is show I In Figure 1-1 (taken fro:n 
reference [1) • Notably, th€ accelerOClete!" and :'ate gyro outputs have been 
pr~flltered with a three-pole analog f1lter with cutoff frequency 16 ~~z, 
yet the vibration level r~ains quite high. C~"rent methods for reducing 
these vibration levels invoh", the use of mass-s~r1ng-darnpe,· eY'Jtf'.m!3 for 
!soiating and/or aLsorbing t .. ~ vi brational energy. These passi va controi 
systems are he(\vy, and ;:,'e only effective at a few opel'ating cond1tions. 
Thl.s has It:d to considerable research into 'active' techniques, where the 
rotor blades a!"e excited at harmonics of 0 in order to reduce the 
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1.2 ACTIVE CONTROL OF ROTOflCRAFT VIBRATION 
Hoat of the research to dato on active control of rotorcraft vibration 
t.as focused on multicyclic (or higher harmonic) control {U/rev and its 
harmonica) since the pioneoring ~ork of McCloud and Kretz [2]. An excellent 
review of the state-of-the-art in multicyclic control as of 1982 was given 
by Johnson [3]. He characterizod multicyclic control a3 that with: (1) a 
linear, quasi-static, frequency domain model of the helicopter vibration 
response ·to control; (2) identification of the helicopter vibration model by 
leaat-squared error or Kalman-filter methods; and (3) a minimum variance or 
quadratic performance function controller. Johnson also presented a 
tutorial on such control algori th:no that use recursi vo parru:loter idcnti f1 ca-
tion \lith linear feedbacl(, al{;Orithalo Which are gonerally termed self-tuning 
regulators. DiscuS310ns of other feedback 5trate!;ie3 and helicopter vibra-
tion in Bencral' can be found in Johnson' s tc~t [4]. 
Tha linear, quas1-static, frequency d~~ain model of helicopter vibra-
tion referred to requiren further elaboration in order to acc~'ately express 
the differences betwc~n 
model employed lr. t!1i~ 
to in the 11 terattl"'O 
thi3 model end the linear second-order jync:.::J1. c~l 
analysis. This linear quaSi-static model, referred 
as the 'T-matrix' model, is quite simply a linenr 
static ~odel ~r u~ input-output relation~hip expre~sinB the observed ac-
celerations (z) as ~0nstant lindar combinations of the inputs (u): 
% - Tu • (1 .2) 
This is clearly not a· valid model over the entire frequency range of 
helicopter operation, but can be used ',0 accurately express the input-output 
characteristics at a sin~le rreq'lency. As discussed by Gupta in (5), 
restriction of an arbitral'Y transfer function description of the Input-
output relationship results in such a static relationship (enlarging the the 
field of scalars to include co~plex nwn'bers). 
Since the static model is unknown a priori, it must be identified, and 
since helicopter dyn~lcs are Inherently nonlinear, the identification must 
be performed adaptlvely (on-line) or at a prespecifled number of flight con-
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to n speclflc trequonqy (or frequencles), the data Input to the varlous 
Identlfication algorithm~ are etfectively bandpass filtered by transforming 
into tho frequoncy domaln (FFT) and retaining only the responses (magnitudes 
and pha3es) at tho frequenc1cs of 1nterest. Thus, to· state explicity what 
1s meant by the terminology "Unear, quasi-static, frequency-domain model", 
the reference is to a statlc linear model relatlng the inputs and outputs 
which 1s designed to be val1d only at a specif1c frequency (or frequencies). 
In this analys1s, the 11near statlc model has been extended to Include 
second-order dynamics betweon the inputs and outputs. This broader class of 
dynamlcal models is used 1n order to account for input lags due to blade 
dynamics as well 33 the effects of fuselage flexiblllty over a flnlte 
bandw1dth near n (N/rev). Coupled ~lth an approprlate control strategy, 
this class of models wlll aQ~it Identificat10n and control of non-minimum 
phase systems (systems with transfer function zeroes in the right half-
plano). Non-minimum phase systeos are commonly found 1n the relat10nships 
between control surface defle.ctions and achieved acceleratlons on 
rotorcraft, a1rcraft and missiles~ 
80th linear time-invariant controllers and adapt1ve controllers were 
stud1ed. The application of 'optimal' regulator theory to the helicoptor 
vibration control pl'oblem was ~uccessful pr1marily due to the utiUzaticn of 
frequency-shaped cost functions 1n the linear-quadratiC regulator (L~1) 
deSign procedure [6,7J. These cost 1"unctions lead to control feedback whose 
energy is concentrated 1n the frequency band or bands of interest. Time-
invariant controllers were tested on the RSRA simulation both with and 
without fuselage flexibility effects included [8]. As expected, fuselage 
flexib1lity radically altered the input-output dynamical relationships, in-
d1cat1ng tho need for considering these effects in any control deSign. 
Furthermore, the input-output characteristics (of the nonlinear RSRA 
simulation) were shown to vary significantly with flight condition. Though 
gain-schedul1ng techniqucs can bc used to update the controller as the 
flight conditions change, other considerations such as configuration change 
which alter the input-output characteristics make investigation into the usc 
of adaptive control laws ~otentially useful. 
The research reported here and by Gupta [5], differs from previous ap-
proaches 1n two prinCipal ways--in-the model form and in the control cost 
- 5 -
., .. 
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functional forculntion and resulting mechanization. Previous work has con-
centrated on static models in which the inputs and outputs are directly 
related by a coefficient matrix (T) whose parameters (elements of T) are 
modeled a3 stochastic rando:n-walk processes. As outputs of an identifica-
tion algori thm, these parameters may slowly vary with time. In thi s 
analysis, the input-output model is augmented to include second-order 
dynamics. This mo~e complex model more accurately characterizes tho 
helicopter's input-output relationships near U/rev. Using frequency 
weighted cost functionals in the estimation and control law synthesis places 
increased emphasis on errors in the frequency bands of interest. 
1.3 . SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Fixed-cain and adaptive control laws were d~signcd for suppression or 
tho narrowband vibration (at tho pilot location) resultins fra:! per10dic 
loading of the rotor blades in a simulation of the rotor systems research 
aIrcraft (RSRA). The particular version of the simulation used did not in-
clude blade dyna:nics or aeroelastic eft'ects, however the simulo.tion 11a.'3 
augmented with a model of eIght flexiblo modes of the fuselage near n 
(lUrev). The results of the t'1 xed-gain control desi gn indicate q $i g-
nificant 'robustness' with respect to changes in flight conditions including 
speed, altitude, and weight (disc loading). 
The adaptive ~ontrollcr also performed remarkably well at all f~ight 
conditions, including a 35 secon,d tl'ansition fran 80 knots to 125 knots. In 
general, the convergence tir.les for the adapti ve contr:oller were larger than 
those for the fixed-gain controllel', but the steady-state RSS (root-surn-
squal'e~) acceleration at the pilot location was insignificantly different in 
most cases. Further canparisons of I'esults for the two strat~gles are dif-
ficult to justify 1n light of the fact that different control~onf iguratlons 
were u3cd for the two cases (four controls including the "t . .3i1 collect! ve 
.. 
were used in the fixed-gain design while the tail collective .:as eliminated 
in the adaptive controllel'), and more fundamentally :}ince the solutions to 
the vibration control problc~ used two different sets of underly1ng 


























However, it is interesting to note that in most cases the adaptive control'" 
ler required le:Js control authori ty to accompl1:lh the same reduction 1 n 
vibration level at the same flight conditions-
The absence of a detailed rotor model including aeroelastic effects may 
have conributed strongly to the similarity in performance of the two algo-
rithms. It is likely that the inclusion of higher order aeroela3tic effects 
would have resulted in more pronounced model variations as a function of 
flight condition than were realized in the RSRA simulation. The more 
pronounced model variations would have led to increased performance degrada-
tion of the fixed-gain controller away from the design point. However, due 
to the periodic nature of the disturbances, the approximate mOdel of the 
vibration dynamics is adequatE:. for periodic disturbance suppression in spite 
of the underlying complexity (nonlinearity) of the actual helicopter vibra-
tion dynarnl C:J. 
1.4 SUMHARY OF REPORT 
The report is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the o.ddition 
of fuselage flexibility equations to the GEllHEL sirr.ulation of RSRA. Section 
3 discusses the fixed-gain control law design, its performance, and prcsents 
so:ne prel1.llina r y results· on r~bustness of the cC.'ltrol law with !'espect to 
variations in flight conditions away from the design point. A discussion of 
frequency ~haped cost functions is also included in Section 3. Section 4 
describes th~ adaptive control algorithm in detail, and presents the results 
for various flight condi tion!"!. Section 5 summari zee the re:lUlts and key 
featl)re'! of the adapt! va. and P'I{cd-gain algor! th:!Js w! th performance com-
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SECTION 2 
I~DELn!G RSRA ROTORCRAFT VIBRATION DYNAMICS 
A previous study ([8]) and this current research have used a detailed 
~otor ~ystems Research Aircraft (RSRA) ~imulation (GENHEL) to validate the 
effectiveness of frequency-shaped cost functional control laws for heliCOp-
ter vibration suppression. Since flexibility effects can dramatically 
change the dynamical relationship between control inputs and observed vibra-
tional accelerations, several fuselage flexible modes near n (N/I'cv) were 
added to the GENHEL simulation of the RSRA. While the GENHEL rotor model 
was not as complete as it might have been, the basic rigid body rotorcraft 
simulation with fuselage flexibility calc~lated accelerations similar in 
magnitude to those 
and blade dynamics 
observed on the actual rotorcraft. Unmodeled actuator 
coupled with nonlinear aeroelastic effects certainly 
would result in different magnitude and phase (most significantly transmis-
sion zeroes) relationships bet\leen the inputs and the outputs of the 
simulation model from those of the actual helico~ter in the narrO\l.band of 
frequencies around n and its harmonics. However, the dynumical model used 
in the contl'ol designs has sufficient degrees of freedom (poles and zeroes) 
to accurately characterize the input-output relationships in the frequency 
intervals of interest for the purpose of periodic disturbance rejection! 
2.1 THE llASTRAN MODEL AND VIBRATION EQUATIONS 
The GENHEL helicopter simulation program assumes the fusela.ge is rigid, 
ignoring the effects of fuselage flexibility on vibration. In order to in-
clude these effects, a finite element modeling program (NASTRAN) was used to 
estimate the natural frequencies and mode shapes in a finite element model 
of the helicopter. An appropl'iate subset of the modes was chosen for inclu-
sion into the GENHEL program. effectively replacing the rigid body with an 
appropriate flexible fuselage. This section provides a mathematical 
description of the flexible fuselage and its inclusion into the GENHEL 
program. 
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For a set ot dynamical equations of the form: 
MSf + Kx • 0 (2.1) 
where M is a srrr.metric maS5 matrix, and K is a symmetric 5tlffness matrix, 
the NASTRAN program computes the natural frequencies (w's), a generalized 
stiffness matrix K, a diagonal generalized mass matrix [M], and the 
generalized eigenvector matrices (~'s), such that: 
K, (2.2) 
(2.3) 
NASA Ames provided a NASTRA!1 model for the flexit.le fuselage of the RSRA 
hell copter. For the first 34 (lowest frequency) vibrational modes, natural 
frequencie5, generalized stiffnesses, general1zed !:lasses and Itode shape:] 
(generalized eigenvectors) at varioun locations thr'oughout the fuselage ~ere 
calculated. The reeults are summarized in Appendix A. 
The effects of external forces applied at various locations on the 
fuselage can be considered by codifying equation (2.1) tu include a non-zero 
forcins term: 
MSf + Kx • TF, (2.4) 
where T is a force distribution matrix, and F is a vector of external 
forces (in the x, y, and z directions in a body-fixed coordinate system) and 
moments (about the x, y, and z axes denoted L, M, and n respectively): 
Note that since the z-axis Is COincident with the rotor shaf~, no yaw mo-
ments (neglecting bearing friction effects) are transmitted to ~he fuselage. 
























~ , '. ,.. " '~ s,: 
". 
where 
x • ~n. (2.6 ) 
Since M is a positive, diagonal matrix, its inverse i~ well-defined 3nd the 
differential eouations can be written: 
(2.1 ) 
where 
--1 2 2 M {l • diag{ wi) (2.8) 
i3 a diaconal matrix of the natural frequencies. For the RSRA helicopter, 
these modal differential equations can be written: 
--1 -1 
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where T is a rectangular (34 x 6) matrix of zeroes with an imbedded 6 x 6 
identity ·matrix which picks out of ~T the vectors associated with th8 
modal deflections at the hub. Thus, defining the columns of T as TF, TF, 
TL, TM, TN' we can Identlfy, 
hub, where the x-direc:'lon 
for example, T~ $ 
x 
force Is applieu. 
x y 
as the NASTRAN state at 
Similar identifications 
hold for . the other five dei>rees of freedom. Using the fact that the mass 
and stiffness matrices in equation 2.9 are diagonal, the equations decouple 
yielding: 
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and F is applied at the rotor hub~ The vector ~mh is the vector of modal 
deflections at the hub for mode m. 
The outputs of interest are translational' accelerations (specific 
forces) at t~e pilot's location. In terms of the vibrat10n states at a par-
ticular location on the fuselage, these outputs can be written as fol~ows: 
where x is the p 





(2. " ) 
of the fuselago at po1nt p (eg. the pilot 
time, and ~ is tho resulting acceleration. p . 




yare acceleration measurements at the pilot location and ~i is a 
p th 0 
vector whoso six elements are tho deflections of the i modo at the 
p~lot location for each of the Six degrces of freedom. The measuremen.t dis-
tribution matrix H specifics the contribution of each degree of freedom to 
the accelerometer output. For an accelerometer mounted along the x-
direction, the H-matrix would be proportional to: 
H • [ 
x 
o 0 0 0 0 ] • 
Up to this pOint, the effects of structural damping have been ignored. 
In order to include these effects, a term proportional to n is added to the 
modal equations. Th6 constant of proportionality is in turn proportional to 
the damping coefficient. Since typical structural damping ratios are be-
tween 3~ and 5%, the modal equations were augmented with a damping term 
giving 5% damping. These equations were dlscretized using zero-order hold 
- 12 -
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equivalence and a sample interval equal to the GENHEL simulation time step. 
The result'ina di:screte equation is of the following form: 
where k is a time index, i is a mode index, uk is the applied force at the 
hub at tJme k, and Yk,i is the c6ntribution to the accelerometer output at 
the pilot location at ti~e k from mode i. The coefficients a1i,a2i,bOl,b,i' 
and b2i are the polynomial coefficients in the discrete-time z-~ransform 
transfer function representation of the zero-order hold equivalent input-
output relation (rotor hub forces to pilot location ?~celerometer outputs). 
This equation was coded and added to the GENHEL simulation program. 
2.2 MODAL CONTRIBUTIOll AIIO HODE SELECTION 
The NASTRAU finite element model1ng prograr:l was u..'led to calculate the 
first 34 (lowest frequency) modes for a finite element model of the fuselage 
of the RSRA helicopter. However, not all of these modes contribute 8ubstzn-
tially tel the vibration at the pilot's location. In order to Significantly 
reduce the computational load, only a small subset of the modes \/hich effec-
ti vely contri bute to the total vibration was cho~en for incll1sion into the 
GENHEL simulation. 
To select the modes ~ith the greatest effect on the vibration at the 
pilot locat ion, the amp 11 tude of the response of each mode at the pilot 
location was estimated. The eight (8) modes \~1th the largest respon.3es near 
n were included. The modal re5pon5~s were estimatp.·l by aseuming that the 
vibrational forces In all six directions (thr('~ forces and, three moments) 
were of equal magnitude and p~ase at n where for the five-bladed RSRA;: 
U 1s 
Then, 
n - lln - 110.7 rad/sec, r 
the number of blades, five, and nr is the rotor ansular velocity. 




















~ix forces and moments was estimatp.d by the sum of the modal responses at 
the t.ub: 
(2.13) 
The sum in the Ilumerator is over the six degree3 of freedom. The steady-
state response in each direction (in the force and moment 6-space) was then 
easily calcul"ted using the corresponding modal amplitude at the pilot loca-
tion (Qmp('»; 
Amp(k), the kth element of Amp' is a quantitative measure of the amplitude 
of the vibration response at the pilot location due to equal forces In all 
directions at the hub. Th& sum over k of the absolute values of Amp(k) 
(I.e. the L1-norm of Amp) was used as a cumulative measure of the vibration 
contribution from each mode. A summary of these values for the 34 NASTRAW 
modes is presented i~ Tables 2-1 and 2-2. 
In or~er to minimize·the computational 
tations, or.ly signlftcant" !'lodes near {} 
load tn the controller implemen-
were included in the GENHEL 
simulation. This resulted i~ the majori ty of th" vibrational energy in the 
outputs of the simUlation appearing at {} with greater than 10dB of attenua-
tion at the higher harmonics. ThiS, in turn, allowed the controllers to 
concentrate soley on vibration suppression at a single frequency {}, thus 




load. The six modai displacements for the eight selected modes 
the rotor hub and pilot location are given in Table 2-3. 
- 111 




























































3:! ~37 .447 
:;3 238.716 
34 243.707 
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'OF POOR QUALITY.' 
ESTIMATED MODAL RESPONSE A AT THE PILOT LOCATION 
mp 
Relative f~odal Deflection at Pilot Location 
f !O' F . M ... 
:r: y z 
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CUMULATIVE AMPLITUDE RESPONSE AT THE PILOT STATION R 
mp 




I 0.000 Co.17m-(l~· O.17m-"~ 
2 0.000 (\.17m-O~ 0.17~3E-05 
3 0.0(\0 0.1804~-O~ O.m~HS 
4 0.000 0.:7C·9; -CS ~.4t.6~HS 
5 O.OO~ C·.mOE-(\~. 0.5121E-06 
6 O.OVC i •• 19m-Co:) 0.651,(-06 
7 27 .6~7 C·.16~~E-O~ O,'49~H~ 
8 31.03~ <i.B7HE-j6 o.smE-~5 
9 ~S.O~6 O.31~·a:-(\~ O.117it-o~ 
10 59.661 O.3~~3E-06 O.32nE-OS 
11 64.732 0.670~:-O6 O.ICB(t-OS 
12 01.099 O.ncrrE-OS 0.37m-04 
13 93.~:: ~ . .t.~~~H:; c· • 7.' t-SE-O 4 
14 97.437 O.~:~S~-~S O.:::?97H4 
15 110.946 0.:?~~lE-~5 O.2mH~ 
16 117.015 O.2966E-CS v.2101E-O~ 
17 lZC.3:~ C.U~I:.(~ C. :;~~£ -~1~ 
IS 126.1Se o.sam-os O.1tS7E-04 
19 131.614 0.1:?~.6!:-C4 C .:!1S7E "!'4 
20 lool·~. 716 O.1mE-v:; O.13m-O~ , 
21 IS~.612 0.:?:mE-06 O.2WH~ 
22 165.927 O.S::.:;'j(-07 o.maE-OS 
23 167.~!J2 0.5912£-06 O. S671E-OS 
24 169.942 O.7sm:-Ob o.:?~·m-cs 
2S 1S~.11~ O.40SS~-O! r·.3;;3!E-OS 
:~ ie~ r .• -r c:'ll~lf-~~ C.~~~2r-:~ • to. ......... 
27 191.659 O.39S~E-C6 o.3r;4J£-OS 
23 200.!!?5 O.Q~~9E-(\6 o.e30~Hs 
29 217.019 0.3046£-06 0.2961E-oS 
30 224.810 0.7296£-05 O.1490E-{l4 
31 22S.737 o.SmE-OS o.e87~H5 
32 237.447 0.1671£-05 0.70'9E-05 
33 23e.716 0.1230:-05 O.3nSE~ 
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TABLE 2-3. MODAL DISPLACEMENTS OF SELECTED f10DE.3 AT HUB AND PILO':' LOCATION 
Mode Displacement at Hub 
No. . F F F L M N 
x y z 
12 O.346HOO O.lt-Or-fit 0.:!54E-01. 0.3.8EE-03 -O.B8CE-C:! ~.:mE-v~ 
13 0.106Em· .-0.~2;'E -01 -C.l~SE-O~ -~.Z37E-0:! -o.31~E-C2 -C.~7oE-C3 
14 -O.:31EtOO -0.389E-02 0.396E-Ol -O.mE-03 0.617E4>2 -0.21~E-O~ 
IS O.mE-OI O.S13E-c-t 0.10~)E-C,: O.2m-c:! -v.113H2 0.655E-(·4 
16 -0.381E-Ol -0.673E-Ol . -0.6~~E-02 -0.~m-C2 0.140H2 -0.~76E-03 
17 -0.IS0aoo 0.522E-Ol -o.S71E-01 0.2e~r·o~ 0.~4bE-C2 -0.559[-02 
18 -O.m-HOO 0.2m-Ol -M'90E-Ol 0.G81E-03 0.43~H2 0.22'E-02 
19 0.178£-02 o.~mtOC 0.IZtE-02 0;195£-01 -0. 39F"_-O. -0.ICi6[-01 
-
._--
Mode Oisplacement at Pilot Location 
tlo. F F F L M N 
x y z 
.-
12 -o.5UE-01 O.ltn:-Ol -0.141l.~\1 -O.8m-03 0.490E-O:! O.OOOE+~O 
13 -0.193£·01 -o.125E+00 0.766£-01 -C.33S[-02 -0.H'6[-04 O.OOOEtO(' 
14 O.mr.-Ol -O.43SE-Cl O.566f-Ol -0.:-.HE-02 -0.755[-04 O.(lOO::h~O 
IS O.21lE-CI O.371E-Ol -0.552E-Ol t.!S~E-Cr2 -o.516E~3 o.ooomv 
B O.172E-Ol ~.2B~E-Ot. ·0.90tlE-OI O.2neE-02 O.:mE-O:: O.OO~ET~O 
17 0.S16E -01 o.mEtO(' -0.323£-01 O.ntE-C:! 0.38~E-C-2 O.OOCH;O 
18 -0.7'50£-01 -O.923E-Ot O.l7TtJOO -().~61E-O:! O.3'ilE-n ~.O(lvEtOC-
19 O.lCE-Ol 0.737£-01 0.32lEfOO -O.IC~E -Cl -O.14~-C~ O.OOtL+V~ 
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Figures 2~1 C!-nd 2-2 compare the rigid body vibration at the pilot loca-
t10n (a root-sum-square (RSS) of the threa force components) with the same 
vector ~um of accelerations at the pilot location with fuselage flexiblli ty 
modeled with the e1ght aelected modes. The erratic behavior during the 
first second is due to the transients in the GENHEL simulation. The states 
in the GENHEL model are not ini ti'ally in steady-state. A comparison of 
these two figures clearly indicates the importance of fuselage flexib1lity 
in terms of its contribution to the vibration at the pilot location (at 
least for this simulationl). 
.6 ~----~----~----~----~----~----~----~----~.----~-----, 
- . u .......:. ~ .5 ~----~--:-------:-------:-------~------~-------j-------j-------~.------() : i· : : : : : : : . 
!:: --:~:::tf~:::1~~t~::~~;~v~~;~~F~-:~r~~~;~~~~J~~~~~~,1 
&It 1 ______ .:..l ____ !. ___ ~]~- ~~Yr-~' .\~Llr~ 1~.if,""".l-r;t~~!lUi"'j • .l;:..v-... L~, .. -i-~] 
If') • : : : ~: 1: .~, ~ 1: V 1M ~ : 
u: • t • • • • • • • o ' ,I" I.,. 2 , , • I , , • 
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Figure 2-1. RSS Acceleration at the Pilot Location for Rigid Body Model 
(120kts/100 rt) 
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FIgura 2-3 shows the output of the GENHEL simulation with the eight 
flexible modc3 Included at a flIght condItIon of 120 knots forward speed and 
an altItudo' of 1000 feet. FFT's of the last three (3) seconds of tne ac-
celerometer outputs ,clearly manifest the concentratIon of vibrational energy 
at n. The power at harmonics of n Is more than 10dB below that at n, as it 
was designed to be. Inclusion of fuselage flexible modes at or near har-
monIcs of n would certainly have contributed to increased power at those 
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Figure 2-3: Acceleration Outputs and Power Spectra at Pilot Location with 










































FIXED .. GP.IH' C01ITROLLER FOR RSRA ROTORCRAFT VIBRATION SUPPRESSION 
The b~ic steps involved in thQ design of the fixed-gain controller 
include linearization of the nonlinear model of the helicopter vibration 
dynamics about the desired operating point and measurement model lineariza-
tion at the same operat1.ng pOint. Appropriate performance specifications 
are selected, a controller structure chosen, and parameters in that struc-
ture such as estimator and controller gains calculated based on an 
optimization procedure. In modern control theory, the LQR (linear-
quadrati~re3ulator) design procedure leading to stead~state solutions of 
Riccati type equatlons 1s a common cholce for controller design. The mini-
mization of a weighted squared error results in a l1nea.r state feedback 
control law with constant gains in steady-state. In estimation theory, the 
dual concept is l1near~quadrat1c-Gau~slan (LOG) estiGlator design. Thus, the 
tw~ major .step~ in fixed-gain controller desi~ are: 
1) Generation of linearized dyna~ical and measure~ent models, and 
2) LQ design for' estimator and controller feedback gains. 
There are several method~ for generating linear models fro~ nonlinear 
dynamical systems. The basic differences involve the choice of the ap-
proximating model . form. Utilizing most of the physics underlying the 
problem, complex 'mOdel forms can be arrived at and the parameters in these 
models (stability derivatives) identified from input-output measurements at 
desired operatIng points. This method was used in preliminary analysis and 
will be disCU~3ed in a little more detail in Section 3.1. However, such 
models usually involve a large number of states and questions of observ-
ability, controllability, and computability become salient isaues. A second 
approach involves identifying parameters in a low order inpu~-output equiv- . 
alent model form. This naturally reduces the r'cquired com!,utational load 
since fewer par.?meters are involved, at the pri ce of a rr.:.)re approximate 
dynamical model whose ability to predict future system ou-cputs given Uie 
past states and inputs will certainly be inferior to that of the more com-
plex higher order model forms. However, as alluded to earlier on several 
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a few known frequencies. The approximate model of the helicopter vibration 
dynamics is thorefore required to be accurate only at .those· frequencies. A 
globally valid model is not necessary as long as the control authority is 
limited to those frequencies as well. 
3.1 I~ENTIFICATION OF LINEARIZED MODELS OF THE RSRA VIBRATION DYNAMICS 
This subsection presents an overview of the detailed linearization pro-
cedure usod as a first attempt at obtaining a linearized model of the RSRA 
vibration dynamics. With the addition ·of eight fuselaga flexible modes, 
however, the detailed linearized modol became excessively large and sub-
sequently a low order input-output equivalent model was identified. The 
detalls of thi:) procedure are also discussed. Iii th, the ::.cdcl paraoeters 
identified, LQR control design was performed by ch00sincr coets on tho 
frequencY-Dhapin~ filter states and solving for the optimal gains as dis-
cussed in the next subsection. The fixed-Gain controller desien procedure 
is outlined in Figure 3-1. 
3.1.1 Stability Derivative Est.mation Using the RSRA Simulation 
Based on the approach described· in [2], linear models of the RSflA 
helicopter· were constructed by computing stability derivatives of the 
helicopter rigid fuselage and rotor model at various operating pOints. 
Small perturbations in the states of the model which included states as-
sociated with the six rigid body degrees of freedom and a flapping mode for 
each or the fi ve blades resulted 1n variations in the rorc~s and moments at 
the hub, leading directly to an estimate of the associated stability 
derivatives. The performance ~)f controllers designed wi th these models was 
entirely satisfactory when ap!)lled to the nonlinear. !:~~ body simulation 
of the helicopter. However, severe degradation in performance resulted when 
flexible modes were added to the simulation. In fact, the fixed-gain rigid 
body model controller de$ign was destabilizing at several· flight conditions 
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The dentabilizing effoct of including the fuselage flexible modes was 
not unexpocted, and demonstrated clearly the need for inclusion of these 
modes in the control design. To include the effects of the flexible modes, 
each mode with a significant contr1.bution to the vibration was added to the 
dynamical model, and the measurement models altered to include these 
flexible mode contributions. Since the model order increases by two with 
each additional mode, the inclusion of a significant number of modes 
resulted in the stability derivative calculation becoming computationally 
burdensome and th~ controller implementation virtually infeasible (the num-
ber of computations at each ti~e step for fixed-gain controllers being 
proportional to the square of the number of states). 
3.1.2 Identification of a Low Order Linearized Model of the RSRA Simulation 
To reduce the nll'llber of state!) in the linearized model of the RSHA, 
several approaches can be taken. The high order model including all the 
flexible modes of interest can be reduced by one of several procedures for 
eliminating co;nbinations of states whIch are tip.akly observable wi th the 
measurement5 available and/or weakly controllable with the inputs available. 
This presumes, of course, that the effort to acquire such a detailed model 
has already been expended. However, based on the obser'latiol'l of the rotor 
frequency is fixed in most helicopters, an alternate procedure was chosen. 
Since most of the powe~ in the vibratIonal forces is at this frequency and 
its harmonics, approximate second-order models adequately describe the 
input-output relatIonships required for controller deSign in the frequency 
band of interest. As d1.scussed in Section 1, this class of models is an ex-
tension of tho class of linear static models to include control lag effects 
as well as approximate impulse response. characteristics •. The parameters in 
these models must be identified from input.,output data beforv a fixed-gain 
controller can be designed. 
In almost all helicopters the rotor angular velocity (0") is kept 
nearly constant. Thus, ~he vibration is concentrated in narrow frequency 
ranges, and second-order systems can be employed to adequately represent the 
transfer function gain and. phase over each irterval. As previously dis-
cussed, the fuselage flexible modes are the most Significant contributors to 
- 2'j -
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the vIbratIon at tt.e pilot locatiQn. Sincp. the objective of the analys·is 
was to demonstrate the feasIbilIty of varIIJus contI 01 designs, the problem 
was sicplifiod to inolude only cajor oontributors around 0, resulting in in-
sign~fioant pO\oIer at higher harmonics. Thus I a !lingle second-order madel of 
the RSRA vibra~ion dynamics, designed to be accurate over a finite frequency 
interval around 0, was chosen ror each accelerometer mea:1urement. 
To exoite all the flexible modes around 0 for the purpo~es of model 
par~eter identification, control deflections containing frequenoies 1n a 
band above and below 0 (approximately ~ 20$, i.o., 90 rad/sec < w < 130 
rad/sec) were input to the RSRA simulation. The resulting accelerations in 
the x, y, and z direotions along with the four oontrol inputs and the 
'known' disturbanoes, oos~ and sin~, were then used as outputs and inputs 
rC3peoti vely of a linear .!!uto!egre~3i ve modal \d th e!cgencus inputs (ARX). 
Sine and cosine of the rotor azimuth angle uere included in order to account 
for the periodic disturbance of unkncun ar.lj)11 tUo.o and phase. Algor! thms for 
identification of the pal'.:1llIeters in ARX r"odels assume that the stochastio 
procesfJcs entering into the models Is white and Ga\!~5ian (WeU). Colored 
(time-corrclated) noine "'!uch as the per-iodic disturbu.ncl~s wiii~h are the 
fJourCO:3 of the vibration mU!Jt be taker. into account (pro-wh1t::ned), other-
wise biased parameter estlmate3 result. In this formulation then, the 
va:-iables ~:1 the ARX model of the input-output dynamics \lere; 
yT 
• [a , a 
:/' az]' x 
uT 
• [8 1S ' ac ' A1s , atr], 
and T [cOStjl, Sin1)tJ w 
· 
. 
For those three measurements and four control inputs, a sixth order 
linear discrete ARX model with fully coupled modes may be written as: 
<3.1) 
where the Ai t s, 81 r S arid rare r.1atr.i ces c:ontaini ng th.c parameters to be 
identified. The Ai'S are 3 x 3 matrices, the Bi'S are 3 x 4 matrices, and r 
























equ~tlon 3.' can be wrItten In state-space form as follows: 
· [:: : J [::J · [::] uk 
For the purpose of least-squares Identlficat1on, equation 3.' was expanded 
for the measurement ax as follows: 
<3.4)· 
where the a1j ,a'ij,bi j-,bl j , and rij are the elements of 1\" A2, B" 82 and r 
respectively. A linear least squares solution of equat10n 3.4 'las used to 
(ind the parameters from a data record of 2500 pOints (2.5 seconds of ~ata 
sampled at 1000 po1nts/second). The same technique was used for obtaining 
ARX model coefficients for the remaining outputs a and a. The dyn~ic y z 
matrices for the identified linear model for a steady-state level fliaht 
condItion of 120 knots forward speed at an altItude of 100 feet are given in 
Appendix 8. 
3.2 FIXED-GAIN CONTROL LAW DESIGN 
The performance objective of the fixed-gain controller was to eliminate 
the vibration at the pilot location which for the purposes of this study was 
concentrated at n (N/rE:v). Since mast of the vibrational energy was con-
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linear modol which designed to be accurate near the vibration frequency. 
The fixed-eain fr6quency-shaped controller employed utilizes a state-space 
modol of the plant and optImizes a cost function which placeo a large 
penalty on the outputs (accelerations at pilot locatIon a , a , a ) at the 
x y z 
vIbratIon frequency. 
3.2.1 Derivation of the F~~quency Shaped Controller 
In order to place an increased cost on the outputs of a dyn~lcal sys-
tem over a specified froquency range, a modification to the standard LQR 
cost functional is required. In this subsection, the details of modifica-
tiono requirod are di~cussed along with the implementation In the overall 
controller deSign. The continuous-time ~nalog of the ARX model of the 
helicopter dlscu~sed in the previou:l subsection can be urlttcn in 6tate-
space form as follows: 
x • Fx + Gu + rw 
y .. Hx + Du (3.6) 
where y 15 the measurement vector of accelerometer output.s, u is the 
vector of control 'inputs, and w 15 the narrowband di2turbance vector (cf. 
equation 3.3) •. Subject to these dyn~mical constraints, minimization of the 
following frequency-shaped coot functional is desired. 
where 
/ I .' 
J+CI * * J • 2! [y (jw)A(jw)y(jw) + U (j1:l)B(jw)u(jw»)dw 
-00 
p (s) .. 
hOS2+ h12~ln3 + h2n2 
3
2 

















B - I • 
are scalar weightins factors and is the vibration frequency. 
location of the poles and the· zeros of the scalar frequency-shaped 
function, P(s), are determined by hO' h1 , hZ' ~1 and ~2. The log-




of the phase 
As can be seen in Figure 3-2, both the magnitude and 
plot of the penalty function at W M n are infinite 
errors and a 
Thesa properties manIfest a lack of robustness to modeling 
signifIcant performance sensitivity to the choice of center 
frequency. Using a small ~ount of damping makes the Dystem more robust to 
estimation and modellng errors at the expense of vibration reduction at the 
center frequency. As can be seen in Fi(;ure 3-3, t\:le 3-dB bandwidth of the 
frequency response of the penalty functlon? (for, -0.5%) is 2~n. Note 
that setting '1-'2-" hoDh2-0 and hl"1 results In.unity gain at w • o. 
Figure 3-2. Frequenc! Response of the Fr~quency Shaped Filter 
·for 
2 n 
to 120 150 1.60 
mcOCIoC1' C'-'='/S{C) 
Figure 3-3. Frequency Response of the Frequency Sha~ed ·Fl1ter 
for 2ens (hOR h2-O, hI-I, 1;1-1;2-0.5%) s2+ ~1;n3 + n2 
210 260 
In order to obtain a state-apace model for the frequency shaping fil-
ters, these equations are transformed to time domain. This is accomplished 
by de:lnlng: 
- 28 -
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i • 1. 2, ••• , N <3.11) 
whero U is tha number of outputs to be frequency shaped. Using (3.10) in 
(3.11>, 
hOS 2 + h,2~Os + h202 
zi· s2 + 2~Os + 02 Yi· (3.12) 
In the time d~~a~n, (3.12) becomes 
(3.13) 








Finally, substitution of (3.9) and (3.11) in (3.7), and using Parseval's 
Theorem, equation (3.6) can be rewritten: 
ThUS, the frequency-weighted optimization problem is trans forced into a 













I ' ! 
/ 
.,. 
As discussed in previous sections, the control law design employed a 
large cost on the outputs at the vibration t'requenGlY. As discussed above, 
the frequency-shaped cost functional can be rewritten In the standard LOR 
form by augmenti!1g the state-space dynamical model wi th additional states 
corresponding to those of a state-space time-domain realization of the fre~, 
quency weighting function. The LOR design for the augmented system then 
considers cost on the frequency-shaping filter states and controls only. 
The frequency-shaping filter used in the fixed-gain control design was: 
H(s) • 
+ 
and is shown in Figure 3-1. Transformation into the discrete-time domain is 
required and was accomplished using the bilinear transformatJ~~ (trapezoidal 
integration) : 
2( z-l) 
s • T( Z+ 1) , (3.18) 
where T i3 the !\ampl1ng interval. Substituting equation 3.18 into 3.17. 
the frequency-shaping filter in the discrete· domain can be written: 
where: 
and 
Transforming this transfer function into 
readily accomplished: 
- 30 -
.. I..~ .• -
(3.19) 






















If Frs is chosen in obse~ver canonic3l form, 
[
-a 1 ] 
F fs • 1 • 
-a 0 2 
Then, 
and 
In the discrete do:naln, the helicopter linear mO.del of the vibration 
dynamics (cf. equations 3.3, 3.5 and 3.6) may te written as follows 
y(k) .. H x(k) + 0 u(k) , 
. p p 
where y is the measurement vector or accelerations at the pilot 
location. The subscript' p' is used in equation 3.21 to denote I ~l1copter 
vibration dynamics £lant matrices which ~ hereafter ass~T.ed to be in 
the discrete domain. Appending frequency shapl~g filter states to the pl·nt 
states yields the fol1owi~lg combined state-space description of the system 
which can be use1 to design the control law. For the Pl"'poses of illustrat-












0,.. 0 1 
.s P 
Of 0 ') s p_ 
o • [ :::] (3.22) 
The measurement equation is not in standard from, but can be reorganized to 
yield: 
(3.23 ) 
The cost function now can be written in terms of Y's and u's, or X's and 









Because of tho feedforward terms present in tho oUtPUt3 Y, there is cross-. 























latter dc~cription. Instead of optimizing (3.26), an equivalent cost func-
tion eJ) cnn b~ minimized which contains no cross-coupling between states 
and controls. 
• 
J - ~ [XTek)AxX(k) + UT(k)SU(k)] 
k-' 
where 
F - F 
The control gain is also modified to give: 
A derivation of these modifications is presented tn Appendix C. 
Using tho plant identified by the least-squares identification method 
describcd in tho previous section, optimal closcd-loop regulator gains were 
obtained via· solutions to tho steady-state algebraic Riccatl equations 
resulting from tho minimization of the cost function J. Cost matrices Ay 
and Bu were determined such that the closed-loop cigenvalue:l of the modol 
had damping between U arid 5%. This restriction on damping was empirically 
found to balance the controller performance in all three axes. Open-loop 
eigenvalues of the auqmentqd. system, cost matrices used, and closed-loop 
eigenvalues and feedbaCk g~ins calculated for a 120 knot speed and lOa ft 
altitude flight condition a~c given in Appendix B. The performance of tho 
controller at this deSign poillt as well as the performance at various flight 
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3.3 FIXED-GAIll COllTROLLER PERFORMANCE 
This section presents the results of the fixed-gain controller design 
and implementation. The robustness of the design to modeling errors is also 
discussed. In order to maintain continuity in the discussions, the figures 
are presented at the end of the section. 
3.3.1 Controller Performance at the Design Point 
Having identified a simpl!fied linear model of the RSRA vibration 
dynamics and designed a fixed-gain 'optimal' controller as discussed in the 
previous subsections. the GENHEL simulation was augmented with the feedbacK 
control design and the controller performance Investigated. Figure 3-~ 
presents time histories of the three acceleraneter outputs and the four 
feedback command control Inputs for four (4) seconds of Simulated flight at 
120 \cnots and 100 feet altitude. No process or mcaSU:'e!llent noise was in-
cluded in the fixed-gain controller simulation. 
During the first second of tho simulation, no control authority was OX-
ercised in order to allow the simulation time to reach a steady-~tate 
vibratior. leve' in all three axes. The transients are Clearly manifest in 
the accelerometer outputs in Figure 3-~. These accelerometer outputs were 
also filtered to remove the center-or-mass specific force components which 
were of little interest in the vibration control problem. Similarly, the 
control deflec.tions shown do not include the control deflections required to 
trim the RSRA at the indicated flight condition. 
As expected, 
pOint as indicated 
suppression. The 
proximately 10~ of 
the controller 
by the rapid 
vibrat10n levels 
their original 
performance is excellent at the design 
convergence and magnitude of vibration 
in all three axes are reduced to ap-
levels. The root-sum-square (RSS) 
acceleration output in Figure 3-~ indicates the overall performance of the 
controlL.:r. 
3.3.2 Control Law Robustness 
To invest! gate the robustness of the controller designed at the 1 20 
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~ed and tho simulation run at different velocltip.s, altitude3, and 
loading. Tho reoults are shown in Figu:'es 3-5 through 3-14. 
Figures 3-5 through 3-8 show the vIbration reduction achieved at dif-
ferent helicopter altitudes at the same 120 knot speed. Little degradation 
in performance of the 'controller is seen for altitudes below 5,000 ft. A 
significant degradaticn is noted at 7,000 feet altitude (Figure 3-8), but 
still the overall vibration level is reduced to about 25% of uncontrolled 
level. It should be noted that tho low frequency low ~plitude modulation 
of tho -measurement and contl'ol time histories shown in Figure 3-8 is not an 
instability in the controller, but rather an artifact due to the sUbsampling 
of the proGram outputs required to reduce the nu:nber of point:s to be 
plotted, and represents an excellent example of the phonn1!enon of 'al1asing' 
in s~pled data systems. 
As evidenced by the control tim~ histol'ies in Figures 3-4 through 3-8, 
the major effect of' operating the controller at increasing distances fran 
its deoign point for this RSRA 3imulation io a olanif1cant IncrcCl.oo In the 
control authori ty required to achiev-e the vibration reduction. A probable 
cauoe for the increased control deflection requirements io the dccroa3e in 
control cf'rectiveness as the air density d'ecrcasos. The air denSity l/e al-
titude is appro:dmatoly 6000 feet, 50 the density is appro:dmatcly a factor 
of' three smaller at 7000 feet than at 1000 fe-ett 
Figures 3-9 and 3-10 show the time histories of contro',s and tho ac-
celerations at the pilot location ,for 40 knots and 5 knots forward speed at 
100 feot altitude. There 1$ not much degradation In performance of the con-
troller for 40 knot condition. There is, howevel', a slight degradation 1n 
performance of the controller at the 5 knot flight condition, but stIll the 
vibration i5 reduced to about 25% of the uncontrolled level. 
Variations in disc loading (helicopter weight) on the order of 20% did 
not significantly degrade the fixed-gain controller performance as indicated 
in Figures ,3-11 and 3-12. Though the steady-state controlled y!.bration level 
is roughly twico that of the contro!led vibration at the deSign pOint, the 
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Figure 3-6. Control Inputs and Acce:~rometcr Outputs for Fixed-gain 
Control at 120 kts/2000 ft - Design Point 120 kts/l00 ft 
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Figure 3-7. Control Inputs and Accelerometer Qu~put3, for Fixed-g~in 
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Figure 3-8. Control Inputs and Accelerometer Outputs for Fixed-gain 
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3.3.3 Simulation of Tr~n3ient Flight Conditions 
The fixed-gain controller for the RSRA simulation manifested con-
siderable robustness with respect to variation in flight condition and 
aircraft configuration (disc loading). In an att~lpt to demonstrate the 
robustness of the controller during non-stea.dy-state flight conditlon~, the 
GENHEL simulation was set up to allow alteration of the trim control surface 
deflections. Since the SAS was not operative in the available GENHEL 
simulation proBram, the transient flight was 'performed by i~ter2ctive 
'manipulation of the stick'. using ramp and step inputs for short periods of 
time' while continually monitoring flight conditions. The ca:lInand inputs 
used to acceierate from 80 knots to 125 knots forward epeed and selected 
flight parameters are shown in Figure 3-13. Though the intent was to main-
tain altitude at 1000 feet, this proved an exceedingly difficult task. The 
-
altitude time history indicates a loss of about 400 fe~t. The control feed-
back command$ and the vibrations for all three axes are preserlted in Figure 
3-1 11. 
In these figures, no control is applied until 1 second. At 1 second 
the fixed-gain controller is turned on. From 3 seconds on, the input com-
mand is applied. From 1.5 to 3 ~econds the vibration level is reduced to 
less than 10% of its origlaal level as is expected. During the transient 
flight, except during periods of radical command inp~t, the vibration is 
reduced to' about 15% of the uncontrolled level. Between 3 and 6.5 seconds, 
large control commands are being applied resulting in an increase in the RSS 
vibration level. Similar behavior is observed from 13 to 14 seconds during 
a period of ~ncreased swash plate deflection During these periods however, 
the RSS vibration level d0es not exceed its u~rorced level. 
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3.3.4 Disc~sion of Fixed-gain Controller Simulation Results 
Tatle 3·1 summar1zes the results of the r1xed~gain control applied to 
the GENHEL simulation of the RSRA. As indicated earlier, their is a sig-
nificant increase in the control authority required to achieve similar 
vibration reduct10n as the various flight conditions move farther from the 
design point of 120 knots forward speed and 100 feet altitude. The fixed-
gain controller performs quIte well overall when applied to the simulation 
however. 
, Table 3·1. SUMMARY OF FIXED·GAIll CONTROLLE.R STEADY·STATE ACCELERATIOII AND 
CONTROL AMPLITUDES FOR STEADY-SrATE FLIGHT CotIDITI.O!lS 
frIr,ht Condition Steady-!>t<ltc Steady-Stato AlJpli tudo Feedback Contr-ol ~& Altitude RSS f.CC (Peal(~to-Peak ) 
(knots) (ft) (rt/sec1 ) B1s (dcg) e (deg) c A1S (dee) etr(deg) 
5 100 1.0 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.2 
40 100 0.9 0.7 0.4 1.0 0.3 
100 0.8 1.0 0.4 0.3 0.3 
1000 0.9 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.3 
120 2000 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.4 
5000 1.5 1.3 0.9 1.0 0.6 
7000 1.8 2.0 1 .4 1.5 1.0 















































ADAPTIVE COllTROLLER FOR RSRA ROTORCP.AFT VIBRATIor~ SUPPRESSION 
Th1s section discusses tho issues involved in the design of an adaptive 
controller for the RSRA helicopter. The primary reason for considering an 
adaptive controller ror vehicles of this type is the wide range of input-
output dynamic characteristics the helicopter is expected to assume as the 
flight conditions and/or structural configurations change. Rather than 
designing orr-line, fixed-point control ~trategies. i.e. control strategies 
designed for a specific operating condition, and attempting to choose the 
appropriate strategy to meet the current cond1t10ns, the bas1c 1dea 1s to 
perform on-line system identification and control design s1multaneously. As 
the operating condition::s change, so does the syste!ll being Identlf1ed and ap-
propriate change::s aro made in the'control law. Thus, tho control system is 
adapting to tho changing operating environment. 
Adapti vo control sY3tems have tuo basic componer.'ts: an ostimation and 
identification 'subsystem'. and a feedback control 'subsysteQ'. The c3t1ma-
tion and identification subsystem uses the inputs and outputs of tho system 
in order to identify an equivalent input-output model of the system. In ad-
dition, estimation of states in an internal description of tho syst~~ to be 
controlled may be performed in order to provide sufficient information to 
the controller subsystem. The distinction being made here i~ between full-
state feedback versus output feodback control strategies. 
The controller subsystem uses the outputs from the estimation and iden-
tification subsystem to compute feedback control con~ands. In a full-state 
feedback control design, an estimator 1s th~n used to obt'ain 'optimal' es-




inputs and outputs of the system. Figure 4-1 gives a block diagram 
basic subsystems of an adaptive contt'oller. The relnainder of this 
describes the design of the two basic subsystems and their 
interconnections. Tho state estimation is performed utilizing a tl~e-varylng 
Kalman fllter whose system parameters are the outputs of a multi-input, 
multi-output parameter identification algorithm based on recurSive predic-
tion error methods. The controller Is implemented via the time-varying LQR 
optimal control law which is dual to the Kalman filter estimator. 
- ~9 -
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4~ 1 PARAI--3TER IDE!ITIFICATION ArID STATE ESTIHATION 
State estimation and parameter identification 15 performed to provide 
to the control subsystem necossary info.·mation for the implementation of an 
effective control law. This Is certainly not a simple task in the case of 
the RSRA helicopter duo to the extremely Mnl1near natllre of the vehicle. In 
this study, tho state estimation and parameter identification were imple-
mented sequentially rather than simultaneously. The option of augmenting the 
stato estimation algorithm with states which are the parameters to be iden-
tified was' considered, but not implemented due primarily to computational 
considerations. This decoup11ng of state est1mat1on and model parameter 
1dentif1cat1on 15 'suboptimal' however, and the poss1ble performance 
degradat10n liarrants f'urther analY3is. 
In this subsec~ion, the parameter identification aleorithm which was 
employed is discussed 1n detail. The approx1cate model of tho v1bration 
dynamics 15 discussed, and the mode11ng and rejection of the periodic d!s-
turbances for identification purposes 10 detailcd. Finally, di8c\~sions of 
practical issues such as imple."lIentation and t.uning of the algori thm are 
given. 
4.1.1 Parametlr Identification Alr;orithm 
The basic object1~e of parameter identification is to select frcn a 
class of models, a model. of the dynamics of the system under investigation 
which does the best job, according to a given criterion, of predicting the 
future given the past. Impl1c1 t in the statement of the objective are three 
main ta5\(S to be accomplished;' selection of a class of models (model form), 
choosing appropriate criteria for discrimination between models in the 
class, and finally determination of the 'optimal' solution. The most dif-
ficult of these tasks 1n general, is the selection of the model form. 
Hode13 Which are overly complex unneceosarily increase the computation load, 
and are more prone to suffering from input-output identifiability problems. 
On the other hand, models \lhich are overly simplified may not retain suffi-
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subsystem, tho goal is to find the simplest model which r-esu1ts in an ade-
quate oloaed:loop contr-01lcr-. Knowledge of the undcr-1ying physics of the 
prob1eCl, i.o. helicopter- vibration, is used wherever- possible. 
4.1.1.1 Dynamic Hodel for- Par'at]oter IdontU'ication 
As diecussed in the previous section, the majority of the power in the 
vibr-ation is due to the excitation of the flexible modes of the RSRA 
helicopter by the per-iodic disturbances at 0 (tUr-ev) and its harmonics. A 
controllor designed to suppress vibration at 0 and its harmonics will 
eliminate most of the vibration and could very well satisfy the objectives 
in terms of overall vibration reduc~ion. 
The extrecely nar-r-owband nature of tho vibration per-mtts major r-educ-
tions 1n the comp1ex1ty of the model of the v1bration dynamica. The 
major-ity of the v1bration at the pilot location results from tran5rni~sion of 
perio~ic disturbances at the rotor throu8h the hub~ ~p1iried (or 
attenuated) and phoso-shifted by the fuse1ase flox!b10 modes. Thorcforo, 
models. Hhich can corroctly account for the phasz sh11"t and attenuation trcxo 
cach of tho inputs to each of the outputs in intervals of frequency around 0 
and its harmonics should be sufficient. Linear second-order systen~ satiefy 
these requiremcnt3 for 11near forced response. Then, the model for ap-
proxi~atins the vibration dynamic~ amounts to a d1rect sum of underdamped 
second-order linear systems ~hose center- frequencies arc thd dominant vibra-
tion frequencies, 0 and its harmonics. As discussed in the previou~ 
sections, the inclusion of only the RSRA flexible fuselage moues near 0 was 
intentionally designed to ~estrict the number of vi~ration frequencies to 
one (0). 
Given a multi-input, multi-output system such'a3 the RSRA helicopter. 
there are many model structures uhich incorporate the second-order single 
input to 3ing1e output relationships desired. Noting that the flexible modes 
in the simulation uero uncoupled by construction (c;. Section 2): and 
reasoning that for small vibrations the three orthogonal acceleration com-
ponents \Iould be nearly decoupled In an actual helicop~er as well, three 
uncoupled multi-1nput single-output (MISO) models were used. With reference 
to equation 3.3. the equations for one of the axes can be written (In ob-
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where x is a two-vector (XI , x:]' or dynamic statcs, u is the vector of 
control 1nputs, r 1s the process noise/disturbance distribution matrix, and 
w is a vector of process noise/disturbance terms: The subscript 'p' is used 
to denote the '£lant. 
. It should be noted that for performing v1bration control, there are ac-
tually four control degrees of freedom (inputs) assumed to be available, 
including the swashplatc (two degrees of freedom), the main rotor collec-
t1ve, and th~ tail collective. However, due pricarily to its distance frem 
the pilot location and its limited thrust capabilities 1n tho lateral direc-, 
tion, the tail rotor effectivenes~ in vibration reduction at the pilot 
location was found to be minimal. For the majority of the flight conditions 
invc!ltigatcd, the vertical, or z-component of uncontrolled 'fibration ac-
celerat10n was the dom1nant component, and tt~ lateral, or y-component Wa3 
the smallest. Thus, 1n ordrr to reduce the computation load and control ef-
fort requ1rements, the tail rotor collective was subsequently ignored in the 
adaptive controller design. 
4.1.1.2 Disturb~nce Modeling and Rejection 
The vector w(k) In equation 11.1 is assumed to be composed of a broad-
band, low power component modeling disturbances at frequcncies other the r. 
and its harmonics (as wel~ a~ accounting for dynamical model uncertainties 
to some extent), and a r~latlvely high PQ~ler narrowband disturbance at n. 
In order to obtain meaningful estimates of the parameters in the approximate 
second-order model of the ~r.put-output relationship. the effect of the nar-
rowband disturbance term \:Ihich is present (,lust be taken into account'. An 
important difference betwcen the fixed-gain and adaptive control algorithms 
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In the off-line identification ~rocedure used in the fixed-gain con-
troller das1cn, these disturbances wera modeled as purely periodic with 
unknown amplitude and phase. The amplitude and phase were estimated by ex-
plicitly including terms proportional to cos~k and sinWk in the ARX models • 
Similar parameters could also be estimated in the on-line identification al-
gorit~ by employing model extensions similar to those used in the off-11ne 
identification procedure. A further extension would allow for estima~ion of 
narrowband disturbances by including a damping coefficient In the model. 
This would seem appropriate in light of potential helicopter nonlinearities 
'broadening' the disturbance spectrum at n. The key point is that these ap-
proaches require augmenting the helicopter vibrations dynamics model with a 
model of the narrowband disturbance process. 
The main objective in estimation of these periodic disturbance terms, 
however, is basically to eliminate the disturbance ('colored noise') com-
ponent fro:n the measurements. This is done prior to updating the parameters 
in the identir1cation algorithm, otherwise biased parameter estimates'result 
(leading to potential problems in the controller). Realizing the objective 
is to eliminate a narrowband disturbance of known center frequency, a com-
putationally more attractive, but suboptimal approach was tal<an. The 
elimination of the ~requency cc::lponents at N/rev Has acccxnpl1shed with a 
digital notCh. fnter. The continuous domain transfer function equivalent of 
the digital filter employed has two zeroes on the imaginary axIs at N/rev, 
and two pol~s just inside the left half-plane: 
As a praotical issue. in order to improve the transient performance of 
the notch filter for parameter identification and retain the narrow 
bandwidth required during the identification process, a time-varying damping 
coefficient was implemented. During the transient region of the simulation 
3tart-up, a relatively wide bandwidth notch (~-2%)' is used. The damping 
coefficient 15 decreased exponentially when parameter identification is in-
itiated, narrowing the notch filter bandwidth Significantly (~-O.2%). Note 
both the inputs and outputs are notch filtered before they are passed to the 
parameter identification algorithm so as not to introduce an distortion of 
one relative to the other. 
- 54 -
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To conclude the discussion of the model of the vibration dynamics and 
the disturbance modeling (rejection), several important points concerning 
the number of identifiable parameters (to be estimated) in the model in 
equation 4.1 are noted. Without 1055 of generality, the state component of 
the output was chosen to be the first state Xl (i.e. observer canonical 
form). Since a second-order system is c~upletely specified by its natural 
frequency and damping coeffiCient, only two parameters are required in the 
system dyna~ics matrix. The remaining elements in the control distribution 
matrix are unconstrained. By notch filtering the measurements and inputs, 
identification o~ parameters in the disturbance distribution matrix as well 
as possIble parameters in a dynamical model of the narrowband disturbances 
is not required. 
4.1.1 .. 3 MISO RPEH Parameter Identification Algorithm 
Oecoupl1ng of the model into three separate axes led to considerable 
simplifications in the design of the parameter identification scheme •. The 
MISO state-space model In equation 4.1 i3 readily transformed into an equi-
valent MISO ARX (autoregressive model with exogenous inputs) model, which is 
a standard form used in several recursive prediction error parzmeter iden-
tification (R?Ern algori th.'ns. Transforming equation 4.1 into an ARX forn 
gives: 
where in an obvious notation, the arguments are time indices and y is a 
scalar output with u the vector of control inputs. The coefficients are 
matrices of the appropriate dimensions, and bear the following simple 
relation:3hips t·o the parameters in the state space model: 
F'1 - A, 
F21 - A2 
Gij • Bij + AiBOj 
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By stacking the outputs and inputs on the right-hand side of equation 4.2, 
and collecting all the parameters In a 3ingle vector, the equation can be, 
written 1n reeresslon form as indicated in equ~tion 4.4: 
(4.4) 
A derivation of tho clas31cal recursi ve least-squares identirication 
algorithm is outlined below, leaving detailed derivations to the references. 
The least-squares cost criterion on the parameter vector e3tirnate is: 
Minimization of this cost function is acc~~plished by differentiating with 
respect to the parameter vector (a) and setting the gradient to zero. 
Taking care to preserve the recursive nat~e of the equations, the recursive 
least-squares identificacion algorit}~ is obtained. 
a ( k) • a ( k-1) (4.5) 
Though th~e3 equations are recursi ve, they are not \lell sui ted for on-line 
implementation' since at each step' a matrix inverse is required. However, 
taking advantaGe of the fact that the update to the informat-lon matrix (R) 
is of rank one, the matrix inversion lemma can be used to exchange the 
matrix inverse for a scalar division in the. propagation of the parameter 
covariance matrix as shown In equation 4.6. 
P(k) _ ?(k-l) _ P(k-l)O(k)1T(k)P(k-l) 
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The parameter update equtltion beco:nes: 
(4.7) 
The above equations assume that the parameters 'arc constant over t1me, 
though the estimate e(k) is certainly a tIme-varying quantity. The inter-
pretation to be given is that e(k) is the best estimate of the conr',.J.nt 
parameter vector given all the past information. In order to allow for 
time-variation of the parcmeters, past information mU3t san~how be 
deweighted and greater emphasis placed on moro recent information. 
There are several methods for modifyin~ the above equation3 to accom-
plish this coal. The first, and c~putationally leso intensive method i3 to 
insert a 'forgetting. factor' into the cost function such that more weight is 
placed on recent errors than p~t errors. If tho weighting i3 exponential, 
then above equa~ions are simply modified: 
P(k) • __ 1_. POc-1) ).(k) 
P(k-l)¢(k).T(k)P(k~l) 
).(k) + O(k)P(k-l)OT(k) 
(4.8 ) 
where ).(k) < 1 is the 'forgetting factor', a scalar variable (usually set to 
some fixed value). These equations effectively include a time update along 
wi th the measurement update by scaling up the parameter covariance matrix P 
by the factor l/)'(k). 
There is a certain amount of redundancy tn equatIons 4.8, and this fact 
can be taken advantage of in deSigning a fa3t algori thm for ccxnputing the 
necessary quant1t1es. The fast implementations rely on the fact that a 
posItIve def1nite matrix (all covariance matricC3 arc positive definite) can 
be factored into .a.product of three matrices; an upper (lower) triangular 



















ments, and the transpose of the upper (lower) triangular matrix, the so-
called· u':o algorithm: These equations propagate an upper triangular factor 
(U) and a diagonal matrix (0) such that 
T P • UDU • 
The U-O update equations are basically a modified version of the Gram-
Schmidt orthogonalization procedure, the details of which are left to the 
references (cf. Bierman, [9]). 
Returning to the problem of the time update of the parameter co-
variance, the fact that only a scalar forgetting factor is allowed is quite 
restrictive In the sense that all parameters are assumed in some sense to 
have the same tIme-varying tIme constant. In most practIcal Situations, ex-
cellent arguments based on physical laws can be made to suggest that some 
parameters have larger expected time-variation than others. An identifIca-
tion algorithm which does not take this information into account must cer-
tainly suffer perfcrmance degradation In comparison to an algorith:n Which 
does. 
The discussion in the preceding paragraph suggests that an implementa-
tion of the covariance time update Which allows for the inclu3ion of more 
(stochastic) information is more appropriate. This second method of 
deweighting past information is more appropriately thoug~t of as propagation 
of· the filtered parameter covariance in the presence of additive disturb-
ances (process nois~ or model uncertainty). The time update equatjon is now 
separate from the measurement update and is given by: 
P(k+llk) • p(klk) + Q(k) (4.9 ) 
where the notation has changed to reflect the fact that at each time k there 
are predicted and filtered covariances. Though the computation load is in-
creased, there ~s a modified weighted Gram-Schmidt procedul'e (cf. Bierman, 
[9J) for performing this time update in the U-D factoriz~tion formalism. 
For the reasons already cited, this method of covariance time update was 
chosen over the 'forgetting factor' approach. Tests of bot~ approaches in-
dicated that the choice was well-founded on the basis of robustness and 
overall vibration suppression performance. 
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4~1~1~4 Practical Considerations for 10 Alsorithm Implementation 
An 1Qportant considerat1on in parameter identification is ~hat of input· 
design. Ident1t'ication of parameters in a closed-loop system without per-
Sistently ~xciting external inputs is a Singular problem in the sense that 
parameters in the open loop transfer function are not identifiable. In or-
der to insure a well-posed identification problem, a sufficiently wi~e 
bandwldth external input is required to exci te all the (Jodes of the l:Iystem. 
For identification .of the parameters in the narrOWband model of the RSRA 
hel1copter dynamics near Ulrev, such an input was cO;lstructed by passing 
random noise through a cascade of two second-order filters whose dam·ping 
coefficients were 30% an~ whosc center frequencies were O. Figure 4-2 gives 
a two-second sample of this excitation as well as a plot of its power 
spectrum. 
l1 : ••..• L ... .l ....... .1 ....... 1. ........ 1. ······l.····].L.···.Ln~·i~ .... . 2' 1:1 i i : l : .: : fl 
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. I':igure 4-2. Sample Time History and Power Spectrum of Wideband 
Exc!tation for Identification. 
The issue of how much noise tJ add for identification basically in-
volves a trade-ofr between the requirement ror persistent excitation at a 
signal-to-noise ratio (SKR) sufficient to provide reliable parameter esti-
mates and the desire to keep the control effort an (1. induced vi bration out-
side the controller bandwidth below acceptable lev~ls. In the Cdse of the 
RSR~ helicopter, acceptable control surface deflections for vibration con-
trol (at IUrev) were assumed to be on the order of two d<!grees for all the 
controls. 
In the imple;nentat1:.ln, the noise a:npl1 tude was made a function of the 
performance of the control) er. The controller pel'formance meast..re used \ias a 
s~~ of low-pass filter .outputs whose inputs were the rectified acc~lerometer 
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noise amplitude ~as a linear function of the difference between the perfor-
manca morusura and a pre!let 10-OFF threshold (discussed in the next 
parasr~ph). This had tho effect of increasing the input amplitude when the 
performance measure indicated a need for improved parameter identification, 
and reducing the control deflection required to suppress vibration resulting 
from this noise when the identified parameters were sufficient for control 
purposes. 
The performance measure was used not only to regulate the wideband ex-
ternal input amplitude, but also to turn on and off the identification 
algorithm. Using hysteresis logic, 10 was turned off as the performance 
measure fell below a preset threshold (3 ft/sec 1 is used for most of the 
results presented in this section), and was turned on if the performance 
measure exceeded a second preset threshold which was larger than the first 
(3.6 ft/'sec l was used for most of the results presented In this section). 
This switching logic is primarily used to prevent the identification 
algorithm from dIverging during periods When identifiability of the 
parameters is low. Parameter identifIability decreases as the ?~plitude or 
the exterr:al wide bandWidth noise input decreases,. and the parameter iden-
tification algorithm becomes sing~lar when the, exogenous wide bandwidth 
input is relloved. Since the controller bandwidth is narrow, it is desirable 
to eliminate the wide bandwidth noise when a steady-state is reached. This 
enabling/disabling logiC prevents the burst-type of instabilities reported 
in the literature for adaptive controllers. 
4.1.2 State Estimat.ion Algorithm 
The state estimation algorithm uses the model of the system to be con-
trolled which, as d~scussed in the previou3 section, is c(X!lprised of. three 
decoupled second-order systems, The parameters in these second-order models 
are functions of the outputs of the parameter identification subsystem, and 
are g1ven by the relat1onsh1ps 1n equat10n 4.3. The state:J or tnesc :Jccond-
order mOdels are esti~ated using the measurements, and the~e estimates are 
used in the feedback control law •. In the limit of zero mea8ure~ent noise on 
the accelerometer outputs and control surface deflections, state estimation 
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reducos to bnndp.n33 1"lltering of the outputs as w·as employed in the fir.od-
gain algorlt~~ The inclusion of a state estimator in the adaptive 
algorlthO cnkc3 the feedback controller less susceptiblo to input pro~ess 
nOisa, input moasureoent noi~e and output me<:!.SurCfJent noise at tha cost of 
an increase in the computational load. 
~.1.2.t DynamiC Moqel/Freguency ShapinR Filter~ for Stato.Estimation 
The second-order model which approximates the dyna~lcs of the RSRA 
helicoptor around N/rcv has been discussed in detail in the previous sec-
tions. The state estimation algorithm aUgQcnts this model with the 
frequency shaping filter states as discussed in detail in Soction 3.2.1. 
The parameters associated with these artificial states are calculated based 
on the frequency shaped filter requirements and are not parameters to be 
identified. Those frequency shaping filters effectively penalIzQ the 
bandWidth of interest in the cost functional in the LQR problca fo~ulation, 
and can bo thOUGht of as sImply provi1ine dynar~lcally co:npensated outputs 
for foedback control. Only that frequency \/hich is doninant in the \'ib:-a~' 
tlon spectrum 15 fed back tht'ough the controller so a3 not to exci to any 
other v1bration modes via hel1.ccpter nonl1near1tlcs • 
Tho dominant rrequency 1n the RSRA hellc~pter (simulatIon) ¥1bratlon 
spectrum is lUrev and is nearly constant. Val"lations 1n angular yeloc1ty 
are expected only under ~~vere, or rapid, control demand3, pOSSible 
regulator failure (a rotor spead regulator was included in the 3imulat1on-), 
and random di~turbances. The random disturbances are expected to be small, 
but important 1n the sense that ~he phase of the disturbance terms is 
altered. These observations formed the guidelines for the design of the 
frequency shaping filters. 
The frequency shaping filters used in the control design have conflict-
ing deSign requirements. Le~3 control effort will be used 1n suppressing the 
U/rev vibration as the n:ter bandwtdth 15 decreased. However, infinite ,Q 
(or zero bandwidth) f1lter~ are not de5irable from the standpoint of' either 
robustness or speed of resp')nse of the adaptive system_ On the other hand', 
.relatively large bandwidths (e.g. 5~ of N/rev) excite modes which are out-
side the region of validity of tl1e second-order model used, and consequently 
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gave satisfactory re5ponse times while suffiCiently suppressing frequencies 





to employ a strategy sim1.lar to that used in the notch 
Section 4.1.1.2), the capability to vary the damping 
coefficients as a function of time and controller performance was also 
implemented. A wider bandwidth is used during the transient region to im-· 
prove the response time, followed by a period of decreasing bandwidth to 
improve the steady-state vibration suppression performance. Damping coeffi-
cients on tho order of 0.5% were used during the transient region, 
exponentially decreasing to 0.05% after sufficient vibration suppression was 
achieved. This resulted in improvement in the steady-state performance, 
however it was not sinnificant enough to warrant the increased computational 
load (imp~ovement was on the order of 3dB over fixed damping coefficient 
fnters) • 
Several other filter design issues' wero also addressed, Zero phase 
shift at Ulrev effecti vely eliminated any estimator lags that the controller' 
would have to compensate fer with leads (differentiation). Care was taken 
in thodi6ital mechanization to accurately dGtermine tho center frequency or 
the filters, Finally, normalization of thd filter gain at the center fre-
quency reduced round-off error propagation in the estimator and controller 
equations. 
Based un the frequency shaping filter design requirements, a filter 
with. a zero at the origin, unity gain at n, and complex pair of poles deter-
mined by the desired damping coefficient and a natural frequency of n \las 
constructed. AS5urillng a measurement of the rotor angular velocl ty was 
avallable, the fll ters were contintlOU3l y tuned to a center frequency of 
N/rcv, tracking any variations in the rotor frequency. The bilinear trans-
formation from continuous to di3crete domain with pre\~arping ~/as lAsed, 
giving tho desired digital filter. The critical frequency for prewarplng 
was n. 
In the continuous-trme domain, the frequency shaping filters have the 
following Laplac) transfer function; 
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Tho tran:lt'orClat~on to di!lcrote-time domain first involves substi tution or (l 
with 0p' tho prewarped critical frequency: 
Then tho Laplace variable s 15 replaced with; 
5 • 2(z - 1) T(z + n 
where T is the sampling in.terval. Expanding the resulting numerator and' 
denominator expressions results in the rollowing'discrete equivalent trans-
f'er function: 
where bO l;0pT 
b, • 0 
b2 • -b 0 {l2T2 
a • , + l;O T + --12--
0 P 4 (12T2/2 - 2 a, . p (1~2 
. a2 -
, 
- l;O T + --12--4 P 
Note that this transformation results in a filter with direct feedthrough 
since the numerator and denominator polynomials are of the same order. This 
results in a requirement to modify the standard control gain calculations as 
was discussed in Section 3.2. Realizing this transfer function in observer 
canonical state-space form gives the following second-order system for the 
frequen~y shaped fIlters: 
x(k+') .. x(k) + y{k) , 
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rs11 • ~a,/ao 
F t'll21 • -a/ao 
Gt'S1' • (b, - a, bo/ao)/ao 
Gt's2' • (b2 - a2bo/ao)/ao 
Dfs • b0/30 • 
the frequency shaped filters (z) is assumed with loss of 
be the first state plus a direct feedthrough term. However, 
since the controller feeds back the states of tho model only, the filter 
output need never bo constructed. The effect, of the direct feedthrough term 
is to modify the costs in the performance function for tho controller design 
(cf. Section 3.2 and Appendix C). 
4.1.2.2 Measurement Models for Stato Estimation 
Tho accelerometer outputs can be modeled without loss or r;eneral1ty as 
the first of the two states In the second-order model~ for tho input-output 
relationships in each ads. A direct feedthrough term is also ostlmated 1n 
the ARX form of the transrer function, but since Significant co~t 15 placed 
only on the frequency !3haped fnter states, the sole effect of the direct 
feedthrough term 15 to modify the elements' 1n the augmented contl'ol dl::1trl-
but10n matrix G. 
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Figure 4-3. Frequency Response of BiaB Reject10n Fllt~r 
The issue of b1ases in the accelerometer cutput3 must be addressed. 
B1ases can either be est1~ated (1dentif1ed along with the other parameters 
in the model) so there effer:t can be removed. or more directly, removed from 
the measurements before entering tho estimation and identlrication sub-
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above DC, a flrst~ordGr lead~lag filter with a zero at DC and a pole at 1 Hz 
is sut't'iciGnt~ Transrorming this fUter into the discrete do.nain using the 
. 
zero-order hold equiva.lence transformation gives the following discrete 
tran~fer function; 
F(z) z - 1 
z + 0.9752 • 
assuming a sample rate of 250 Hz. A frequency response plot of the bias 
rejection filter is shown in Figure 4-3. 
4.1.2.3 Kalman Filtering for State Estima.~ion 
/ 
___ . -' ~-:.:J 
Having a set of three decoupled fourth-order systems (a second-order 
approximate dynamics model with a second-order frequency shaping filter) 
with parameters predetermined as well a~ identified in the par~etcr identi-
fication subsyste:n, st:lte estimation is performed U3ing a Kalman fUter •• 
The dyna~lcal model of one of the fourth-order'subsystems is given by: 
y(k) • [1 0 0 O]x(k) + o u(k) + v(k) , p 
where the elements of the system matrices have b'!en previously det'1ned. 
Denoting by F the e~tire 12 by 12 system matrix, and by G the entire 12 by 3 
control distribution matrix, the Kalman filter equations can be written: 
... ... 
X(k+llk) - FX(I<lk) + Gu(k) , 
... 
v(k+l) y(k+l) - Hx(k+' Ik) 
... ... 
x(k+llk+l) - X(k+llk) + K(k+1 )v(k+l) • 
P(k+llk) • FP(klk)FT + Q(k) , 
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R (k+1) - HP(k+1Ik)HT + R 
v 
P(k+llk+l) • [I - K(k+l)H]P(k+'lk). 
where H [1 0 0 0] 15 the moasurement distribution matrix, R is the 
covariance of the measurement noise (v), and Q is the covariance matrix of 
the process noise (w). The process noise is included in the estimator to 
model the source of the periodic disturbances (the process noise 15 filtered 
through the bandpass f1lters) as well as to account for the approximate na-
ture of the dynamical model. P is the covariance matrix at tho state 
estimation error, and K is the Kalman gai,n matl'i x which corrects the state 
estimates (x) based on the prediction error, or innovatioris (v). 
To conclude thi3 subsection on state estimation, a fel{ aleorlthm 10-




in square~root form to decreaoa storage requirement!) and com-
load, as well as to ensure the positive definiteness of thc 
matrix. The details of the square-root formulation can be found 
in tho references (cf. Bierman, [9]). 
The filtered state estimates are thc estimates actually passed to the 
controller for feedback control c~~putation. If this estimator/controller 
combination is mechanized in a real-tlme enviro~~ent, the control law compu-
tation by a flight computer will result in a delay in the control aotuation. 
Further study to determine the effects of the delay on the stability of the 
controller will be required. 
4.2 CONTROLLER SUBSYSTEM 
4.2.~ Adaptive C6ntroller Gain Calculation 
The deSign of the controller SUbsystem utilizes ba~ically the same 
linear quadratic regulator (LQR) design prccedure discussed In detail In the 
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system Is tlmo;varylng, thus requiring on-11ne gain computation. Also as 
discussed in tho previous section, the standard LQR problem formulation must 
be modified to include the effects or a component of the inputs in the 
outputs. This modification is described in datail in Appendix C. 
Using the dual formulation of the estimatIon 'problem discussed ira the 
previous subsection, the same equations in square-root form can be used 
,(with appropriate variable substitutIons) to obtain the optimal time-varying 
controller gains. BaSically, the measurement dIstribution matrix is re-
placed with the control distribution matrix, and the process and measurement 
noiso covariance matrices are replaced with state and control cost matrices 
respectively. The appropriate substitutions can be found in the references 
(of. Bryson and Ho, [8], Franklin and Powell, [9]). Using tho time-varying 
'optiClal' gains gives thd following control feedback law: 
u(k) • C(k)X(klk) , 
where .C(k) is the optimal Ricatti controller gain, the dual of the Kal~n 
fnter estimator gain K(k), oui tably modified to account for the dil'ect 
feedthrough term as discussed in Appendix C. 
1.1.2.2 Deternination o·f State and Control Cost Matrices 
The parameters which must be predetermined for control gain calculation 
other th~n the frequency shaping filter par&~eters are the state and control 
cost matrices. Follml1ng. the heur'lst!c rules of thumb proposed by Bryson 
and Ho, the control costs are set to the inverse of the square of the maxi-
mum RHS control authority desired. 
1r- peak-to-peak deflection -> 0.707 0 RHS -> cost of 2 (deg-2 ) 
The state c02tS ~re similarly set to the In~~r~e of thc3quare of the 
maximum steady-state !U1S vibr"tion level acceptable. Cost 1s placed only on 
the frequency 3haplng fllt(:r output st.ate:> to insure th<lt the majority of 
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In order 
time-vary in!; as 
Ricatti matrix 
," f' 
to provent transients in the controller, the state costs are 
~ell. When the controller is first turned on, the initial 
(the dual to tho state estimate error covariance matrix) is 
set ncarly to zero and the state costs are set to zero. The costs are then 
exponentially increased to th~ir final predetermined level. The exponential 
time constant was iterativoly determined to sive satisfactory transient cona 
troller performance, the primary objective being prevention of large control 
deflections fr~~ exciting the nonlinearitics of thc RSRA helicopter 
simulation. Since the Ricatti equation is nonlinear, the tran~ient perfor-
mance is a function of the magni tude of the state, costs as well as their 
time' dependence. 
To summarize this discussion of the adaptive control design, a more 
detalled blocl, diagram of the controller i3 given in Figure 4-4. 
4.3 ADAPTIVE COtlTRO~LER TUtIING AND S UIULA TI011 RESULTS 
The adaptive controller discussed in detail in thin scction \laS p:oo-
arcmmed and added to,the GENHEL simulation of the RSRA helicopter. In this 
sl.!bsoction, .. he results of sirnulation3 run at various operating condi tions 
are presented. The initial conditions for the runs at each. opel'ating condi-
tion are the saine a5 is the tunina of the!arious proces3 noise covariance 
matrices and regulator cost matrices. Since these matrices represent in a 
stochastic sense the uncertainty in the dynamical model and relative cost~ 
of control and acceleration at N/rev respectively, they could easily be 
scheduled on dynamic pressure, roto!' angular veloei ty, alti tude, or some 
other appropriate parameter if further study showed that there is a corres-
ponding change in the model' uncertainty or control and state cost3. 
However, no attempt to optimize the performance at each operating condition 
over tho varlou3 I/elghtlng matrlco3 (process no1se and cost matrices) was 
made In the analysIs presented here. 
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Figure 4-4, Detailed Block Dlagr'am of the Adapti're 
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4.3.1 Initial Conditions and Algori thm Tunln·g 
The ini tial conditions wel'C the same for each of the runs at the 
various operating conditions. The initial parameters for the three 
decoupled oscillators which modeled the dyn~~ics of the helicopter around 
N/rev were the same: 
je -jB Recall for a pair of discrete poles at pe and pc , 
Thus, these initial conditions represent stable poles (inside the unit 
circle) near n (at a sampling rate of 250 Hz) and lightly damped. The ini~ 
tial values of the entries in the control distribution matrices (6) are all 
zero. The initial covariance of these par~~eters is diagonal with a value 
of 10 for each parameter va~iance in the parameter identification algorithm. 
Moderate changes in the initial covariance do not affect the final ~esul~8 
significantly for two reasons. First, after allowing the GENHEL simulation 
internal states one second ~o reach steady state, the identification algo-
rithm is given ano~her second to accumulate information before the 
controller is turned on. Secondly, process noise is included in the model 
which. deweights the contributions of initial conditions as data are 
processed. 
The initial values of all the state~ in the estimator are zero, and 
the!r corresponding 
timator 1s turned 
process noise is 
the initial state 
cantly. 
covariance matrix is the identity matrix. Since the es-
on even before the iden~ification 15 enabled, and since 
included in the model for these states, large changen in 
conria:lce wJ 11 nct affect the final l'esults sign1f1-
The process noise variances on the parameters .1no the states 1n the es-
timator were determined iteratively. At 40 knots and 1000 feet altitude, 



































achieved. (A5 an aside, only two iterations were required, since excel.lent 
initial value3 could be calculated based on expected parameter variations 
over time. A priori information such as this can be used to schedule these 
variances in the future If desired.) The procesll noise variance associated 
with the parameters was required to aHo». the parametern to vary with time. 
The equivalent dynamical model for the parameters is: 
e • w 
where w is white Gaussian noise of variance density corresponding to the 
discrete excitation noise variance (a factor of the sampling interval is 
involved). For the OSCillator parameters (A
"
A2), the variance used was 
0.001, and for the remaining parameters (6), the variance was 0.01. The 
variance of the oscillator parameters is unitle5s, while that of the para-
meters in the control distribution matrices is in units of degrees squared. 
(The continuous variance density would have units decrees llqllarcd per 
second. ) 
The proce~s noise variance used for the estimator states was the iden-
tity matrix. This value, though so:newhat arbitrary, is reasonable based on 
the. fact that the lltates in the estimator are in effect normalized so that 
their magn"! tudes remain near- unity. Though the magni tude of the process 
noise varian(;e 1s important in determining the covariance of the' state es-
timation err~r, its value relative to the measurement noise variance is the 
key factor in determining the optimal Kalman estimator ~ains. A value of 
0.01 ft/sec Z for the standard deviation of the accelerometer noise wa3 used 
for the results prenented in this report in which measurement and process 
nolse were absent. In cases where measurement noise was added, an ap-
propriate meanurement noise !3igma was used in the e!3timation algori thm. 
The cost matrices for the regulator g~in calculationn were also deter-
mined iteratively. Initial values were calculated by the Bryson method 
mentioned earlier, and fine tuning to obtain acceptable performance was per-
formed at ~O knots and 1000 feet altitude. The final values for the ntate 
and control costs used for the results presented herein are 5 for the ~tate3 
representing the frequency shaping filter outputs, zero for the remaining 
states, and a cost of 2 on all three controls; A, • B, , and e • 





As' mentlon~d ea~ller. the controller 13 turned on after two seconds to 
allow tr~n31ent3 In the GEUHEL simulation and the estimation and identifica-
tion algorithm~ to settle. The rate at which the control gains approach 
their steady-state values (as3umlng for the moment that the parameter varia-
tions are Insignificant) is determined by two factors; the inlttal value of 




the time history of the state and control cost matrice~. The 
is initialized to an extremely small factor times the iden-
This results in essentially zero initial control gains (yet 
avoids numerical d1rf1culties which would arise H' zero were iliput 
Insteedl). a desirable feature In preventing possible t~an3ients. The expo-
nential srowth of the state costs fr~~ zero to their final fixed value also 
helps prevent undesirable transients In the control demand. The time con-
stant of this exponential growth Is approximately two seconds for the re-
sults presented in this report. 
It should be ecphasl~ed that these intial parameter values are r'cquired 
for the most part to overcoa::e the pheno~enon of al~o:'ithr.l st8rt-up" not 
helicopter start-up. Once the RSRA helicopter and the adaptive controller 
arc past, the initial transients. if the algorithm is properly tuned. it will 
track the system variations and should not req~ire reinitial1zation. How-
ever. should it become necessary to reinitialize the algorithm as the result 
of a detected instability, the 3ame initialization procedure is engaged. 
As discussed in. the previous subsectIon, onc.e the algor! thm ha!3 
achieved an acceptable steady-state performance as determined by a cu:.lula-
tive acceleration magnitude threshold, the parameter identificatIon 
algori thm i5 dieabled in order to alleviate the nced to add noise Lo the 
control inputs (for identIfiabIlity) and to reduce the computation load. 
The performance 15 continually monitored. however, and should it degrade 
past a second cumulative acceleration threshold. the ~dentiflcation algo-
ri th!lI is re-enabled. Wi'e" the identification algori thm 15 !"e-engagcd, the 
parameter covariance is aUg:':1ented by adding 0.1 to all the dIagonal 
elements. Since the models of parameter dynamics include proces~ noise, 
this increase in the covariance serves merely to speed up the ada~tation 
time constant. The overall tracking performance is still determined by the 
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4.3.2 Adaptlv~ Controller Simulation Result~ 
This sub~ection prescnts t;raphlcally the r'esult:J of the adaptively cc~­
trolled GEIIHEL simulation "uns 'of' the RSRA helicopter at various flight 
condltlcns. The plot~ of accelerometer .outputs arc the .outputs of the 
GEIlHEr. siOlulation program, filtered through a high-pass filter as disc'-l!lsed 
In secticn 4.1,2.2 to removc any low frequency components. Removal of mo~t 
.of the rIgid ~cdy acceleratlons yields plots w~ich 3re ccnvenlp.ntly nearly 
zero-mean. Also. unless otherwise l~~icated, the plcts of control surf~ce 
deflectlorl'l are plots of tha feedback correction ::omponent'i only, and de liOt 
Include any non-zero sct poInt commands from a stabl~lty a~Brnentati0n ~ys 
(SAS) .or the trim condit.cns. Thus. the plots .of contrel deflectic~ are 
also nedrly zero-mean. 
Tlae time histories plotted clearly manifest the controller time GO!)'· 
stants a:3 envelopes of the IUrev r.lodulatlon ; .. '\d its h.lrmonlcs. Also. as • 
discussed previously. the fir3t one sec..:.nj of cutpu~ is uusu;l;:Jressed vibra-
tion of ttle RSRA helicopter. Thus, the first ~econ<1 (\f the accelerometer' 
out~uts gives an indication of the unr'r~ed vibration levels (at the pilot 
location) for each flisht condition. Furtherro~re, during thp. second one-
second interval of the output time histo~ie3, the effect of the addit1vp. 
noise can be ceen by co::1parin!I the vib"~t.ion levels durin!; thp fir3t and 
second, one-second intervals. The control (lel1ect~on5 during the second 
one-second interva~ indicate the 1mplltUd~ of the additive excitation 
clearly. 
The RSS acceleration output presented in each flgure 1s the root-sum-
sqllare of the three orthogcnal accelero!JlE'ter outp:.tts snown. Low frequency 
rigid body acceleration has baen filtered out, so the RSS acceleration i3 a 
dlrt:ct measure of the total vibra'ion power at the pilot location. 
Figures 4-5 through 1l-9 give selected results o! t"e adaptive con-
troller for velocitie~ of 5 knots, 40 knots, and l?" knots at an altitude of 
100 feet. Plots of the time histories of selE:cted parameters and their as-
sociated estlwate error ;Jigmas for the 40 knot/100 feet altitude flight 
ccndition are i,cluded as we:l. ihe notation used for the labeling of the 
ordinates in the paramet",' time histories indicates the input-output pair 
(eg. AZlB1S) in the case of control di.stributi.m parameters (BO,81). and the 























































Table 4~1 gives the correlation matrices for the three decoupled MISO 
paraceter covariance matrices for' the 40 knots/l00 feet flight condition. 
The correlation betwoen the A,and '2 terms in each axis Is approximately -
0.9 as is the correlation between the BOand B,terms In each of the Input-
output pall'S (cf. [3,6]. [11.7], and [5.8] elements of the correlation 
matrices). This is a consequence of the strong identifiability of the 
input-output amplitude ratiO. and the co~p~ratively weak identifiability of 
the relative phase at O. 
Figures 4-'0 through 4-12 present selected results of the adaptive con-
troller at 5 knots. 40 knots. and 120 knots at 1000 feet. Power spectl'a of 
the controlled and uncontrolled steady-stato vibrations in each axis at '20 
knots and '000 feet altitude are shown in Figure 4-'3. These spectra indi-
cate the the vibration at 0 has been suppressed to levels below the 
contribution of the hiS-ler harmonics and indicatos tho adaptivQ controller 
is performing as expected. Figures 4-14 through 4-'1 present tho results of • 
tho adaptive controller for a speed of 120 knoto and altitudos of 2000, 5000 
and 7000 feet. 
The rcsults In figures 4-5 through 11-17 indicate that fro:n thc s?_rne al-
gorithm irtitial conditions. the adoptive controller converges at each flight 
condl tion. yield1ncr excellent performance in terms of RSS vi brat ion !ltlpproes-
sion and control effort expended. To investigato the performance of the 
a~aptivc controller under changing flight conditions, two cases were run. 
Figures 4-18 through 4-20 show the results for a case in which the 0 (N/ro\-) 
was changed abruptly by decrea~ing it 10 rad/sec in 0.2 seconds, held con-
stant for the next 1.8 second3, and then returned to its original value 
lincarly over the next 4 secon~s. The objective of this test was to invcs-
tigate the ability of the adaptivc algorithm to tracK variations in rotor 
angular velocity and resulting changes in the helicopter dyna.mics. 






dur 1 ng a trans1 tion from one fli e,ht condi tion to 
flight condl tion used for this test was 80 knots at 
Control co~mands were gIven to IncreasA the velocity to 125 
knots. Figures 4-21 through 4-23 present selected rn5ults for this cano, 
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Table 4-t. IDENTH'IED PARM1ETER CORRELATIOll MATRICES FOR 
ADAPTIVE COU1'ROL AT 40 !<l/OTS/l00 l"'T 
X-axis Parameter Correlat10n Hatrix 
At A2 81S/80 A lS/BO COL/BO 81S/Bl A 1S/8 1 COL/Bt 
1.OO·~~ -o.~Z~ -1.2!;.t~ -0.(823 O. fe-54 o.cm O.C123 -{).cSE~ 
-tl.t'2!3 I.C~:> O.27Jl (l.3197 O.02Cl -6.Z1!2 -?~Z~ 0.1034 
-G.2i!2 O.2i~! l.e%{) O.tC44 -().2.S74 -o.C8i:S -o.l{~a 0.0157 
-o.<m 0.3107 O."~ 1.(l:~~ -O.1Sgl -0.0423 ~.D~4 O.fG-17 . 
O.iC:~ O.C~ ~.'w4 -6.Wll I.O·~~ O.4~ O.'J;21 -(l.eS? 
O.C~1 -o.L'ill ~.(;£S~ "1l.0423 O.~~~ t.C~\') O.t~J -fj. ;;"W 
O.G121 -o.~J -{).~!l~3 ~.GJ» 0.2:)2i O.W~~ I.C·~;" -{).23!3 
-o.2Z~' O.lfiH 0.0157 O.lPJ -0.£:11 -<J.'i.J11 ~.~~r-J 1.O~' 
Y-axis Paraof!ter COi'relat 10n !-latrix 
Al A2 81S/BO A1S/BO COL/130 81S/B1 A1S/nl COL/Bt 
t.C:~j -o.C3ij -{l.G!:::J O.!Ji7 -G.Z::J -~.~ol o.er:) O.M!~ 
-o.(<T;J 1.0:2) Cl.e:.:, -{}.c~:-3 o.!~r-J ~.Q-CB$ ()'1~37 ~J.~j~J 
-i).OlD o.a~:J 1.C~~¥;) 0.17D7 -o.~3? -o.&:-~1j ~.20Jl -{}.O:D1 
0.1327 -O.2Z~5 O.fffil l.C.:tJ -o.U[5 -o,QSl2 -0.07£1 o.cn"J 
-o.:!~23 o 7:1'7"\ .-.. ... ""ioI" -{}.eZYSl -o.H~ i.OGC'O O.t;"1GJ O.itw -0.£::"27 
-o.C231 -o.C>!G1 -o.r~j'\ -o.&~~2 O.S~~:) 1.e~~~ O.t7~2 ~.2i23 
O.ro~J 0.1131 -o.2e:) ~.DT.U O.lS:;J O. tii!2 t.C:;60 -Q.l;:~ 
0.1414 --o.Z~ -o.O!~ O.O3!3 --o.~27 -0.2123 -{).!C~! g.Cc~~ 
Z-axls Par~~cter Correlation Matrix 
Al A2 B1S/!30 A1S/BO COL/SO B1S/B1 A1S/Bl COL/Bt 
1.00e~ ~.om -<l.2nC; O.C~~ -o.13Cr3 . ().2~S,' "11. con """.C~7 
-<I. om 1.C'~~ O.m:i' O.Ot-OO O.2G25 ~.CS&2 O.CC2:i ~.H{i:! 
-O.2nG O.~"9 I.OM 0.1710 -0.2"'3-52 -<I.tJ5:J -(}.lGJ3 0.033·$ 
0.0326 o.~~ O.171t- 1. eO'}\) 0.0553 -0. H57 -<I. em; -{).lGtO 
~.13GJ O.2~5 -o.2~-,j2 O.(j~g 1. O:jC'J O.~8H O.O~~!) ~.r.s~2 
O.24~ -o.2~~2 -{).e~·!1 -o.1¥!7 o.~nu 1.~~ C.le~7 -1>.2J3.1 
-0. con 0.CJ25 -o.lRll ..".S7liS O.~SHJ O.l~S7 l.C{'1v o.c-g~ 
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Finally, to invo3tlgatc tho effects of process and measurement noise on 




tuo cases \lore run. The first case included 
with a sigma of 0.1 (ft/sec2 ) on the outputs 
only. Tho results are shown in Figuro 4-24. Littlo performance degradation 
was noted, so the sigma was increased to 0.25 (ft/sec 2 ) and process noise 
with sigma 0.1 0 was added' to tho control foedback commands. The results of 
this test are ehown in Figures 4-25 and 4-26. The 'measl~ed' outputs on the 
right in Figure 4-25 contain the measurement noise, while the outputs on the 
left are the actual vibrations prior to the addition of tho measurement 
noiso. Similarly, in Figure 4-26, the control time histories on the left 
are the feedback commands, and those on tho right are the controls actually 
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I igure 4-5. Control Inputs and Accelerometer Outputs for 
Adaptive Control at 5 kts/100 ft~ 
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Figure 4-6. Control Inputs and Accelerometer Outputs for 
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Figure 4-7. Selected Parameter Estimate Time Histories for 
Adaptive Control at 40 kts/100 ft. 
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Figure 4-8. Selected Parameter Estimate Variarce Time Hi3tories 
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Figure 11-9. Control Input::! and Accelerometer Outputs for 
Adaptive Control at 120 kts!100ft. 
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Figure 4-10. Control Inputs and Accelerometer Outputs f0r 
Adaptive Control at 5 kts/1000 ft. 
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Figur~ 4-11. Control Inputs and Acccicromptcr Out~uts for 
Adaptive Cont~ol. at 40 kto/l000 ft. 
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Figure, 4-12. Con;;rol Inputs and Accelerometer Outputs for 
A~aptlve ControL at 120 kts/1000ft. 
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Figure .4-13. Power Spect~a of the Steady-State Uncontrolled and Adaptivcly 
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F1gure 11-14. Control Input:) and Accelerometer Outpu':.~ for 
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Figure 4-15. Contr~l Inputs and Accelerometer Outputs for 
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Figure ~-16. Control Inputs afid Accelercmeter Outputs [or 
Adaptive Contr-ol at 120 knots/7000 ft. 
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Figure 4-17. Selected Parameter Estimate Time Histories for 
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Figure Q-18. Selected Trajectory Parameter Time Histories for Adaptive 
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Figure 4-19. Control Inputs and Accelerometer Outputs for Adaptive 
Control at 80 kts/l000 ft with Time-varying Rotor 
Angular Velocity 
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Figure 11-20. Sele,,;",I1d Parameter Estimate Time Histories for Aaaptive 
Control at 80 kts/l000 rt with Tlm~-varylng Rotor Angular 
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Figure 4-21. Selected Trajectory Parameter Time Histories fer Adaptive 
Control During Transition from 80 kts/1000 ft to 
125 kt3/850 ft. 
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Figure 4-22. C0ntrol Inputs and Accelerometer Outputs for Adaptive 
Control During Transi \;lon from 80 kts/l000 ft to 
125 kts/850 ft. 
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Control During Transition from 80 kts/l000 ft to 
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Figure 4-24. Control Inputs and Accelerometer Outputs for Adaptive 
Control at 12;') kts/1000 ft wi th !'-leasUl"eme:-.i.. Noise 
Only (0 - 0.1 ft/sec 2 ) 
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Figure 4-25. Control Inputs for Adaptive Control at 120 kts/1000 ft 
\Ii th Heasure'Jent Noise (0 
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Figure 4-26. Accelero::leter Outputs for Adaptive Control at 120 I<ts/1000 ft 
with Measurement Noise (a- 0.25 ft/sec 2 ) and Process Noise 
(a - 0.1°) Included 
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4.3.? DiscU3oion of Adaptive Controller Simulation Results 
The simulation results of the adapti va controller applied to the GEllHEL 
model of the RSRA helicopter indicate significant vibration reduction at all 
steady-state flight condi~ions tasted. Significant vibration reduction was 
also a~hieved during changing flight conditions. Notably, the reduction was 
achieved with no unique a priori information about the helicopter or flisht 
conditions. The algorltt~ initialization and tuning were independent of the 
flight conditions. 
Adaptive controller performance under stead,-~tate flight conditions 
without measurement noise or process noise included is shown in Figures 4-5 
through 4-17. As discussed previously, the first seconci of the acceleration 
ti~e histories indicates the uncontrolled, unforced vibration levels; from 
ol1e to two seconds wide band noise'is being added to the controls, but no - , 
feedback fO,r vibration control is present; from to,ro seconds on the control -
feedback is present. As can be seen by noting the tices at which the vibra-
tionlevels drop suddenly to their final values, the time rron control 
feedback initiation to parameter identification disabling (and consequently 
,wide band noise turn-cfr) is on the order of two to three seconds. This is, 
of course, a strong function of the IO-OFF threshold level. In Figure 4-16, 
the results for the flisht condition 120 knots at 5000 fee,t'indicato a tran-
sient time in excess of 4 seconds. For this flisht condition, the IO-OFF 
threshold was low~red from 3.0 ft/sec 2 to 2.0 ft/sec 2 • 




flight conditions, less collective is used 
was also noted during the algorithm tuning 
phase' of the analYSis, ncar the stability boundary large amounts of _collec-
tive were used. Correspondingly larger amounts of s~ashplate deflection 
were used as well. Apparently, attempts to use more collective deflection 
to decrease the vertical vibration result in increasing amounts of po~cr at 
N/rev cross-coupling into ':,he lateral channels; thus requiring larser 
swashplatc deflections. Inuorporating cross-coupling ter~3 in the MISO 
parameter identification al~orithm might alleviate these probl~s. As far 
as the GEIHlEL :1imulation i:1 c(:ncerncd, however. it 1s seemingly necessary to 
keep t.he' amount of main rater collective u,sed for vi brat!on centrol small. 





Durins each. of the steady-state flight condltLon tests, It was a130 
noted that the RSRA si~ulation could not maintain the supposed trim condi-
tion. In each case, non-zero body angular rates developed whi~h after 
several seconds caU5ed slow divergence or the volod ty and alt ttude pro-
fUes. The most 
and resulted in 
common divergence was due to a small positive pitch rate 
(initially) increasing altitude anct decreasing velo~ity 
profiles. For the 120 knot/7000 feet fltght conditiou, thJ dlver~en~e was 
rapid however. and over the eisht second test inter~al. the flight cc.ldition 
varied significantly. After initially suppressing the vibr~tion bel0rl the 
ID-oFF threshold. the vibration level incr~a5ed to the point wherE th~ Iu IN 
threshold was surpassed. increasing amounts 'of contr.:>'. authori ty were re-
quired throughout the eight second test. To p~ev~nt t~ls dlverge,~e. tho 
roll and pitch rates ot the body were set to zero in order to prev~n~ the 
divergenc~. Note this was required for the 120 knot/7000 feet flight cond~~ 
tion only. 
Table 4-2 summarizes the final steady-state vibration and co~tr~l 
amplitudes for the various fliSh~ conditions wlthout m3anurernent or prcc~~9 
noise. For the steady state conditions, th3 tnput <lIIIpl1tudes gr.:.dt.:ally in-
crease for more demanding night regimes, though not nearly as fast (".5 for 
the f; xed-gain controllers (cf. Tab~,~ 3-1). These rf:sult.s are high:ly c!e-
pendent upon the ID-01UOFF thre:Jholds and the t,ime hi::otory 01 \'iae band 
noise input for robust parameter ider.tlficaticn. This depcndence 13 pas'· 
eibly a consequence of overparamstprization/rnismodollng ae indicated by the 
large parameter ccrrelations in Table ~-1. 
The results of the adapti ve control wi th time-varying {l <.>r·e sholm In 
Figures 4-18 through ~-20. The rather abrupt cr-ange 1:1 n resulte in a sig-
nificant decrease in velocity ov~r the interval (G
c 
was increa~ed in an 
attempt to maintain altItude) as well. ~s can been !Jeen in the output time 
histories, during the period of n-'1arlation, t.he vibratIon suppression is 
less than impressive. This Is a consequence of the time constants 1n the 
narrowband filters In the identifier and controller structures. The cente~ 
fr9quency of the filters tracks the n-varlation3, but the ~andwldth re~~ln3 
fixed. The time constants are teo lar~e fo~ the filters to Je effective 
when the certer frequencies are changinR rap!dlv After the Q-'1arlatlcn 
ceases, the filters reach st2ady-state and the controller performa~ce im-
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TABLE: "-2. SUMMARY OF ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER STEADY~STATE ACCELERATION AND 
CONTROL AMPLITUDES FOR STEADY-STATE FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
Flight Condition Steady-State Steady-State Feedback Control 
VEQ Altitude RSS ACC Peak-to-Peak 
(knots) (feet) (ft/sec l ) B
'S (deg) ec(deg) A'S (deg) 
100 0.8 0.2 0.3 0.7 
5 
1000 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.7 
100 1.0 0.7 0.6 1.8 
"0 
1000 1.0 1.2 0.4 1.6 
100 1.2 0.3 0." 1.5 
1000 1.0 1.0 0.1 0.4 
120 2000 1.0 1.0 0.2 0.6 
5000 1 .2 0.9 0.3 1 .1 
7000 1.5 1.0 .0.6 1.6 
.. -_ ... . "-
increased somewhat during period of 3ignificant n-variation. However, more 
sophisticated logic would be required, and caution would hc.ve to be exer-
cised so as nct to excite the nonlloearities of the helicopter, thus 
invalidating the approximate model of the vibration dynamics. 
The vibration results during transition frcm 80 to 125 knots are inter-
esting (cf. Figure:} "-21 through "-23». After the identification start.-up 
procedure, the vibration is suppressed by a factor of 5-10 at 6 secondn when 
the maneuver begins. The cnntroller is continuously operating and id~n­
tification comes on when the vi~ration performance measure exceeds the ID-ON 
threShold about one tenth c:' a necond after the start of the maneuver. 
There is a fail' amount of dyna<llics due to pilct r:lotion in the period from 6 
to·'O seconds. By viewing parameter plots in Figure 4-22, it is evident 
that at during the maneuver, the model poles become more heavily damped (a, 
and a2 decrease) <lnd that the phase of the second-ordel' transfer function is 
changing radically (bO and b, change sy~etrically by significant amounts). 
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vibration, even with the additive excitation. nota the pilot In~uts during 
this period are severe enough that they have 30~e contribution in the 
bandwidth around "'rev and therebY "fight" the vibration s~ppression con-
troller. With more stable rigid body motion after ten seconds the 
parameters begin to stabilize and by sixteen seconds the vibrat10n threshold 
is passed such that the identification turns off. As the control gains reach 
the1r steady~state values, the vibrat10n level continues to decrease. Other 
small incrp.ases are due to some lateral acceleration at twenty and thirty-
one seconds. The IO-On threshold is not surpassed- for the remainder of the 
test. 
The results of the adaptlvp. controller tests with measurement noise 
only (Figure 4-24) and with measurement and process noise (Figures 4-25 and 
4-26) indicate that the algorit~~ performance does not degrade significantly 
with moderate amounts of noise added. Certainly, with broadband measurement 
noise only, little degradation Is to be expected since the narrowband con-
troller filters output most of the n01so before generating tho feodback 
Signals. Process noise clearly is the do~inant factor (unless powerful nar-
rowband rn~a~ur6mEnt noise is present), and for wideband noise w1th a-C.l°, 









SUMMARY OF FIXED-GAIN AND ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER RESULTS 
The design of a fixed-gain controller for suppressing vibration in the 
model (GENHEL) of the RSRA helicopter was successfully accomplished using 
frequency shaped cost functionals and a lineari zed model of the vi bration 
dynamics obtained by numerical calculation of stability derivatives in a 
fourteenth-order modal of the vibration dynamics. The frequency shaping was 
necessary in order to prevent feedback at frequencies other than n (the 
region of model validity) Which could cause instabilities. This controller 
was t'ound to be destabilizing, however, when t'lexible fuselage modes wer-e 
added to the simulation, resulting in the need for the inclusiQn ot' addi-
tional modes in the model. tloting that the model had groHn too com,plex for 
control ot' nearly periodic distlwbances, an approximate second-order 
~uto!egresslve w1th e~oger.ou3 input (ARX) model of the input-output 
I"el?tionships was identified instead. Based u=,on this approxImate model of 
the vibration dynamics, a fixed-gain controller was designed at a flight co-
ndition of 120 knots forward speed and 100 feet altitude. The performance 
of the controller at and away from the desIgn point was quite good. 
The design of the adaptive cOl'\troller employed a s'imilar fRX model of 
the vibration dynamlcs and used the frequency shaping concept in the control 
design as well. The i:npit.'!Tlentation was sign1ricantly .. more complex than the 
fixed-gain' controller, involvinB on-line par~~eter identification, state es-
timation, and control gain calculation. The algorithm performed quite well 
at all flight conditions as well as during t.ransients. Robu3tness to 
measurement and process nois,e was demonstrated as "ell. 
Though the temptation to canpare the results of the two a •. gorithms is 
great, this should be done 1n the light of seve:-al important poipts. First, 
and most important is the fact that the tmderlylnp; assumption~ upon \-.'hich 
the two algori-trJ:ls are based are different. The fixed-gain controller is 
designed assuming that the model of the vibration dynamics is fixed and 
known for all futur~ times, whereas the adaptive algorithm aSS~T.es the model 




















This Bubtle difference" is similar to the dlfferehce between causal and antl-
causal filters. Knowledge of the future can always be us~d to great 
advantage in control design, and the fixed-gain controller is using such 
knowledge." The adapti ve algorithm, on the other hand, attempts to identify 
the present system, estimate the current states, and control the future out-
puts based on the past and limited expectations concerning the future. 
A second key difference in the controllers involvec the set of con-
trols used for vibration suppression. All foUI' controls were used in the 
fixed-gain design. whereas" only three were used in the adaptive algorithm; 
tall collective was not used. Another important difference I~as that dif-
ferent models were used for system identification. The fixed-gain control 
design was based on a fully MIMO identified ARX model structure. The adap-
tive" controller ignored the output coupling identifying parameters in three 
decoupled MISO ARX models. 
However, in spite of all these important differences, there are a few 
general comments which can be" made. First, the algorith~5 both performed' 
equally well at all the flight conditions tested 1n terms of ~verall Yibra-
tlon suppression. Away from the design point of 120 knots/100 feet, the 
fixed-gain controller required more control authority than did the adaptive 
algorithm which is to be expected. However, the fixed-gain controller ex-
hibited faster convergence than the adaptive cont~oller at and ncar the 120 
knots/1vO reet design pOint. This Is a direct cc,sequence of the different 
assumptions discussed above •• 
As a final: note, it should be remembered that both co"ntrollers were 
controlling a simulation and not a real helicopter. The nonllnearities of a 
real helicopter are most assuredly more severe than those in the GENHEL 
simulation of the RSRA, and real actuator dynamics (not modeled In the 
simulation) will certainly have an effect on the controller performa.nce. 
However, the most important point with respect to unmodeled nonlinearltlcs 
is that the objective is to ~ontrol vibration at or near a few select fre-
quencies . only. Global validity or the models employed 1s ~ required. 
ApprOXimate mocels, valid i~ the frequency ranges of i~terest, are suffi-





RECOMM2:NDA TI ONS 
/ 
The results of the adaptive controller tests are quite pl'omising, 
however further analysis is warranted before stronger conclusions can be 
reached. A more extensive process and measurement noise sensitivity 
analysis should be conducted in order to ascertain the performance degrada-
tion with increasing measurement noise. Since the adaptive algorithm is 
nonlinear, there is little that can be done analytically;- Monte Carlo 
analysis is appropriatc for these investigations. 
Further trade-off studics should be performed in which the effect of 
the bandwidth of the noise added for identification on the transient vibra-
tion levels is ascertained. Noise outside the controller bandwidth (which 
is significantly smaller than the noise filter bandwidth) is not controlled 
and adds to the vibration level during the ID process. On the other hand, 
as the noise t'llter band~lidth decreases, the identifiability of the mOdel. 
parameters decreases resulting in larger variance es'cimates and possible 
subsequent controller degradation. 
As discussed in Section 4, the controller implemented used the fil-
tered 3tate estimates in the feedback loop. For real-time implementation, 
this will resul: in a delay in the control actuation due to the finite co~­
plltatlon time. Use of the predicted state estimates eliminates the problem 
of the delay. hut introduces states with a larger variance in the control 
loop. The effects ot' the delay versus the predicted state feedback should 
be investigated. The fundamental f~ctor in determining which approach is 
super!or is the adequacy of the second-order model of the helicopter 
dynamics arolil1d N/rev. If t:.he model is not good, the predicted states will 
deviate sign!ficantly from the 'true' states and the controller performance 
will degrade. 
Finally, further 3tudies should be performed on a simulation including 
nigher order aeroelastic ncnlinear effects and, more importantly, with more 
realistic models of ~~e actuators. It is anticipated that the later will 
ha ve a more s 1 gr.: f! cnnt impact on the achievable performance than the 
former. Regarcl~s~ of th~ magnitude of the nonlinearities, the second-ord~r 
model cmployedts .;;ut'fic1e~~tly accurate in the frequency ranges of interest 




limits could potentially limit severely the pe~formance of both the fixed- . 
gain and adaptive controllers. 
In spite of the caveats discussed above, the autotunlng type of adap-
tive controller successfully demonstrated in this study is quite attractive 
for an operational enviro~~ent, where manufacturers will not want to do 
identification on each vehicle that is produced nr 'retune' the controller 
during periodic maintenance to track changes in the flexibility effects of 
structual members. Thus, both the fixed-gain and adaptive frequency shaped 
control techniques analyzed here should be tested in wind tunnels. A logi-
cal sequence would be: 
Wind tunnel testing 
1 ) with a r ixed-gain scheduled contrcllaw, 
2) with a single-point ~obust fixed-gain control law, and 
3) with an adaptive autotuning control law, 
Should the tests prove successful, demonstrating sufficient robustness to 
dlsturbances of all types, flight tests IIculd be war~anted. A similar se-
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APPENDIX A 
NASTRAli HODAL AtlAL'lSIS OF RSR,\ FLEXIBLE FUSELAGE 
The tlrst 34 natural frequencies, genel'alized masses and generalized 
stlffnesses for the RSRA flexIble fuselage are shown 1n Table A-1 •. The 
eigenvector of mode number 15, tt.-.: closest mode to the rotor frequency IUrev 
1~ shown 1n Table A-2. In Table A-2, po1nt 10 number 11 is the rotor frame 
(HUB) and point number 546 1s considered to be the pilot·location. 
Table A-1. MODAL AIlALYSlS OF THE RSRA HELICOPTE!l MODEL 
(M,\RCH 4, 1981 - NASTRAN 12/16/S1) 
R E H L E I G E " V A L U [ S 
"~'Ir .. '~ qGE/i".'AtUE F:"Pli-NS m~rs GEw;:l\:'llZED GHiE"':'U:Er' 
'0. 1\' .~ ...~: SltHl'ES~ 
C.~ O.C O.C ,.:~.~o~rtOl O.v 
'I V.V C·.O 0.0 ~.~sn2EfO~ O.V .. 
j 0.0 O.V 0.0 4.~:3:~'£+~1 C.V 
" 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.7~29S7E+vl ~.O 
S 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.9~1~30HO~ C.C 
0 0.0 O.C C.O 1.ZnmEm 0.0 
7 7.6~1617H02 . 2.760nSH01 4. 39:ro3SHCO 1.622:11:£+00 ~.230392!:+03 
B 9. 630 1 Sf!E+02 3.1032SvE+Ol 4.93SmHOO I.Z6i2'imo.l 1.22042CE+03 
9 2.30831££+03 4.B04:i19aOI 7.6467Z6EtCO 1.71~:n£+OO 3. ySZ,mH03 
10 3.5S93i9E TlI3 5.U,6V53t:+OI 9.m26EEtC.Il I. 5bS64~E+OO S.5nn6E+03 
11 4.19mm03 6.4m:~+OI 1.000246EtOl 2.872793£+00 1.20377tEt04 
12 6. Si7077H 03 B.I09916t+Ol 1.29073(£+01 1.E5916SEtOO l.mmE+04 
13 8.138a01E+03 9.3(8156E+OI 1.maosE+Ol I.Bm~stm 1. 63CO.~ +0" 
14 9.494006[+03 9. 74371YEtOl 1.S5mmOI 2. B134ZEaOO 2.728034(;04 
15 1.230904[t04 1.109461H02 1.705762aOl 3.m~81E+OO 4.90Z542Et04 
16 1.369Z'59E+04 1.1701~4H02· 1.em57EtOl 2.866976£ tOO J.92S63mC4 
17 1.448761E+04 1.203mH02 1.915600£tOi 3.S751~1HCO S.179mEt04 
18 1.S91:iS!Et04 1.261S79H02 2.ooiamtOI -4.2~Obm+·JO 6. 717~50r +04 
19 l.mmEto.\ 1.3i61~OEt02 2.09470~EYOI 3.160165[+00 5.4HmEt04 
20 1.geC·IC~Et04 1.4071621:+02 2. 239~6!f. +<11 4.230754E+00 B.377333[;('4 
21 2.mmH04 1.5b612SEt02 2.m56~HOl 2. 12?S77EtOO S. 2:!3311EtO~ 
~2 2.753163Et04 1.6sn66E~02 2.64~9mtO: 3.3IH8~HO(l 9.117057E+04 
23 2.1)0560m04 l.m01EE+02 2.~emT01 1.987016[+00 5.574944[+04 
24 2.I3S8033£+04 1.mmEt02 2.704713HOl 2.27:67eHO~ 6. S7aOO9E +04 
ZS 3.316~b4H04 1.1l21l16E+~2 2.899390E+01 3.0m76E~\l I. 000669E toS 
26 3.4Qi~04Et04 1.870USEt02 2.776mnOI 3. 3171SVEW.' 1.160IHEtO:; 
27 3.673318H04 1.916590£+02 3.0~03(S'E+OI S.:ZEC4:!E+~·) 1.920426Et05 
28 1..00i387EtO~ 2.0018~6H02 3.11\~037tm 2.818illEw· l.l~9S87E+05 
29 4.70~6HEt04 2.17v17B~~02 3.~~3~.6HOl 3.761831£+0;:' I. 771700E +05 
30 5.053965[+04 2.m103~t02 3.577?6SEf01 3. 510S56Et(I,) 1.774ZZmOS 
31 :i.C95?03Ef04 Z.~~73b6Et02 3.5?2710E1Ol ~,Z"IS~iEHIO 2.67107:'HCS 
12 5. 639099E+04 2.3W68E+02 3.mOS3E+OI 3.B4:~02E+OO 2.16~20~E+OS 
33 S.mS4:E+04 2.36716:~+02 3. 799~36EtOI ". 731770E +00 Z.696419E+v~ 
3~ 5.939236Et04 2.43706SEt02 3.87e:1OEtOI 8.696703£+(\0 5.166~11E+05 
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Table A":'2~ EIGENVECTOR OF !'DOE \5 OF RSRA HELICOPTER mOr:L 
(MARCH 4, 1981 - NASTRMI 12/16/81) 
E!GEN'''l.~UE r 1.23~904E+v4 
cYCLES • I. 76576~E+OI REAL E 1 G £ ~ vEe TOR tlO. I~ 
POINT ID. Tl T2 TJ F;1 ~: ~~ 
1 -2.IB93ii7E-t2 -2. 33: 11 OE-O:: -5.030057£-03 -1.112256E-O: -::.:;090m-1j4 -4.026::-7[-05 
., 
-2.1041B3E-C'2 -2.~~vmE-02 .. -1.65!lam-(l:! -1.ll:!~6l-03 -:!.309~e~E-c.4 -4,e:6::'7£-:'~ • 
3 -2.274430[-02 -2.52~76~E-02 2.442260£-02 -1.11::~56E-03 -:!.3~9ge6E-04 -4.62omE-0~ 
8 -3.01~A:!E-0:! 1.3e9S0::E-02 -9.996965[-0. -1.41555~E-03 -5.333:::;CE-04 -5.634905E-0~ 
9 -2.431705£-02 -1.301S5&E-02 -9.9S8717£-04 -1.1l22~E-C'3 -:.399784E-04 -4.6262"::£-05 
10 -2.65~A.oE-v2 -2. 785924£-03 -9.~~IE-04 -1.m~6E-OJ -2.3m~6E-04 -4.626~77E-05 
11 -4.69C09BE-02 5.128137£-02 -1.001022'£-03 -2.0l27?1F.-OJ -1.13C329E-OJ -6 • 5~213E -05 
12 -2. 456072E-02 6.76S61~E-03 4. 114l:SIE-02 -9.S515i.!E-04 O.Um6E-04 -1.~S-SW;E-04 
13 -2.Bm6~E-02 7. 145S63£-o3 t..~~mE-/)2 -1.4mnE -03 6.o14snm:-04 -I.~mm-04 
101 -6.2~m5£-OJ 1.411!~12E-Ol -1.469113E-Ol -2.~:m"r-02 -2.noOSlE-03 -1.1156095£-03 
527 -2. 142MTr:-02 5.mS6iE-02 ~.O32010£-O2 -2.m977[-03 -4.46351(£-04' 0.0 ' 
535 2.22i91CE-02 4.9969DE-02 -7.478463£-02 -1.~m:::-o3 -1.6-mm-03 0.0 
Sl3 2.21¢l:5?£-02 J.47301~-02 -5.324:;~~-O2 -1.mOHE-oJ -1.S362~v:-03 0.0 
5~6 -2.113531[-02 3.7tt~3m:-02 5.521(193£-02 -1.037675E-03 -5.1:;m3E-04 0.0 
647 2.mOm-0~ 2. G9390CE-02 -4.29979fE-02 -6.U.6NCE-04 -1.391tnE-03 0.0 
650 -2.C~691E-02 2.99B216E-02 S.e9529~E-02 -1.Sm60E-OJ -5.S12mE-04· 0.0 
HOI' 1.147~2(E -02 -2.G~e30:E-O: -5.6Cm~f-~3 0.0 -M3U79E-04 0.0 
1402 1.112m£-02 -3.0S651CI-02 -4.es33ceE-03 0.0 2.CSBi41E-0~ 0.0 
gC'3 1.15Om!-n -3.2m31E-02 -4.83n~0E-03 0.0 2·77l93bE-04 0.0 
1404 1.~SO~OH2 -3.333530[-02 -4.321813E-03 0.0 -1.319~!3:£-O4 0.0' 
1440 1.76\~m-02 -2.n:'366E-02 ! .16ZB6-E eO:? 0.0 3.47~~lE-04 0.0 
1441 l.mmE-02 -2.4b2533E-02 5.95{6~3H3 0.0 4.5:;39?7£-04 0.0 
H42 1.229321£-02 -2.626352£-02 5.82792~E-M 0.0 3.693942E-04 0.0 
1504 1.514671[-02 -3. 1349B!E-02 -S.166~59'E-03 0.0 3.02mOE-04 0.0 
154iJ 2.32440:£-02 -2.n2009E-02 9.201!:ME-OJ 0.0 -3.217201£-04 n.O 
1601 1.9796HE-02 -2.525138l:-02 -8.4aS3!tSE-04 0.0 1.9:\5107£-05 0.0 
1602 1. Bl.65S4H2 -2.530mH~ -5. 22796!JE-03 O.~ 4.9S~934E-04 0.0 
1603 l.i60mE-02 -2.5SH03E-02 -9.697 185£-03 0.0 4. BS4839E -04 0.0 
1604 1.6319m-C2 -2.60fJ!i\e[-02 -1.64C77cE -02 0.0 6.1J6770E -04 0.0 
WO 2.307229£-02 -2.92geSCE-(l2 2.410931E-02 0.0 -B.mOilE-04 0.0 
16H 2.W1I6E-02 -2.71e!i37[~Z 1.093?~3E-02 0.0 S.3S!l:3nE-04 O.~ 
1642 2.0mm-02 -2.603326E-02 4.281957E-03 0.0 5. 323228£ -o~ 0.0 
4913 6.14934IE-O~ 8.~17M<E-Ol I.S70026E-Ol 0.0 0.0 O.G 
5101 -4.5862B5EtOC· 1.724457(tOO -5.274023E,,00 0.991367[-02 A.1~:;25~E-03 -6.6S0239E-(\Z 
5102 -4. 5a6~B~E+O'~ 1.16437~E+OO -~.3OdmEfOv 8.991367E-02 4.145:54£-03 -6. 6~.C~3~t -0: 
.5103 -4.5S62BSEtOj 2.IOemE-~1 -5.36S3"9[+1)0 6.9;'!36;E-02 4 .14~:S4E -C·) -6.mn;t-02 
5130 4.87~B~iE+OO 2.0H76~E-Ol 5.mnmOO 9.158336£-02 ·1. 5~:; 4~·E -(,3 -6.7i::~m-v2 
. 5131 ~.6i5a51mv 1.16:::;15£+00 5. soya 15£+00 9.156336[-02 -1.5~7'in-v3 -6. ;C~;~,8E-v~ 
~132 4,8iS8S1E+OO 1.727019ETOO S.4969~eHOO 9.!~mbE-0: -1.5m~SE-03 ~.7Cm8E-(i:: 
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APPENDIX B 
LIIlEARIZED MOD!::L OF THE RSnA VIBRATION DYNAMICS 
This appendix presents the dynami c m.atrices for the identif ied linear 
model of the RSRA vibration dynamics in steady-state flight at a 12v-knot 
forward spe-od and 100 feet alti tude flight condi tion. The discr'ete domain 




u is the vectol' of control inputs I y Is the vector of output::! and 
a vect~r of th( sine and cosine of the rotor angle (t). was used to 
pel"fonr. least .... squares identification of the coeff1.cient matl"icc:5. 
Tran:'1forming this equation info state-space fom for controller design waf! 
performod_ In detail In S~ction 3 (cf. equations 3.21 through 3.23). Usinrr 
the notation employed In Section 3.2. the follo',llng matrices represent the 
identified model of the RSRA vibration dynamics (I.e. the plant) coupled 








I ) ,,, 
,: 
1 Ctl~~ 1 n~u 6 f. 1.fiHOnt~) B.63HD-OJ 2.mOD-03 1.0000D+00 O.ooOODfOO O.O~r.fOO 
:1 
-7.7307D-OJ 1 SSJ5IltOO 2.J024Il-CZ o. OI'...o~ 1H 00 1.0000iltOO O.OOOCDtOO 
2.~r:..3l1-o4 -S.2S00o-02 1.97VOOtOO O.OOOOD+OO O.OOOOOfOO !.oooomo 
-9.91J9D-ol -9.974711-03 -2.6493[1-03 0.00000+00 O.OOOODfOO O.OOOOI\tO~ 
·.1 a.4~3~D-OJ -9.rnO~-OI -2.57illD-03 O.w.rOD+OO 0.0000[!+00 O.OOooD+OO .~ 
0·1 F • 2.117S4l1-03 4.31410-02 -9.9049D-OJ o.oooo~m o.OOCO!l.O~ O.O~OOD+OC 
1.2146D-0~ S.2a4~o.05 1.4:mo-os 6.12210-03 O.OOooIlfOO O.OOOODf~O 
2.4267Df01 1.05SSD-¢1 2.e6~[I-02 l.n3~CIfOI O.OOOODfOO O.OOooDtOo 
.... 732GD-05 1.2131D-02 1.28710-05 0.000011+00 6.1221[1-03 0.0000[1+00 
-'.~S601l-02 2.4232DtOI 2.5716D-02 O.OOOO[l+C{I 1.2:!32{ltCl O.ooOODtOO 
1.SJ57D-06· -3.23240.04 1.2U6D-¢2 O.oo..~D+OO O.OO(iODtOO 6.12210-03 
3.0ZO:m-03 -6.4SSJD-Ql 2.4207DtOI O.OIJOJlltOO O.OWOlIfOO 1.2232D+Ol 
allt;;1iS 7 n~u 12 
O.c~:~*c~ O.OCOODtOO O.OOOCD+OO O.C~lli~ O.OOOOIl+OO 0."000:>.00 , i O.O~~DtCO O.OOIfCD+OO o.oo~orrtOO ?oc-o~rltrrO O.O~ODtW O.O~ONOG 
G.OO~CDi·eo O.O~OODfCO O.COOODfOO O.C{~D{,O~ O.UlOODtCO O.~VOCl+OO 
o.OOOO~t~ O.OOOONC~ o.e{\~olltOO O.O'J~O~tC-o O.CI,jOOD~·OO O.~D.OO 
o.OOO~~t-o O.',*O!H-CO O.OO·~GDtOO 0.00:00+00 o.*o-~:.eo O.GOOOIl+~? 
o .G~:"~lltOO o.~~~~ O.OO:JDfCO O.C=:Cl)IOO . O.O~CDtoO O.Qa-~O;:IfCO 
9.93~3~Ol 9.9796H4 O.~D+CO O.C~~DtCO O.cooot·tCO O.OOOOIitOO 
-1.2232D~~1 M'3?~!l-01 o.eoc~:ltoo o.COOC:HC~ 0.00')00+00 o.c-oeOiltOo 
O.OO-OOD+OO O.OOOOr.fOO 9.9Z.::0-01 9.9n&D-04 o.Go~moo o.o~oco.o·o 
O.~O:D+OO O:OOOODtOO ·1.2232DiOl 9.nseLl-OI O.OOO~!)fOO 0.OO'~1HCO ~ o.ceoem-o o.cevon~oo o.o~ocm~ o.c~~OOt~ 9. 93CCU-Ol M'79~i.l-04 
I o.omw~ O.OOOODtGO O.C-COODfC~ O.OOOOfltOv -1.n~~fIfOl 9.n~J!I-Ol 
-1.l7'S.'tO-02 -2.nm-Ol 1 SOI5D-Ol -4ole6SD-03 
7.197JD-v2 -1. :~~OI 4.6902D-02 -1.21l6[l-02 
2.00~9D-Ol -1.9129D-Ol 9.(!H6D-O~ 2.S0lJri-v2 
'.OOil'~H3 2.mZD-Ol -1.1l7S6I\-01 6.0iS8D-03 
~ -7.261BD-02 1.08;50-01 -3.90SS~-0~ 1.20m-02 \ G • -2.1661D-ol 1.5R71P-Ol -B.02zaD-0~ .• 9114D-0:: 
I 
-8.419SIH5 -1.3&63D-03 1.164111-03 -2.S630D-OS 
-1.6!mr·oOl -2,72geDtO~ 2. 3Z~9C1+00 -S.lzm-02 
, 4.4063D-O-4 -6.6457[1-04 2.e71Ur-04 -i.H8SD-OS 1,,-
L- . O.COlSD-ot -1.3~7eDtOO 5.73690-01 -1.~sm-Ol 
\ 
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This model was used fo~ cont~ol design as discussed in Section 3.2. The 
cont~ol gains usod and the open~loop and closed-loop eigenvalues of the 
linearized vib~ation dynamics a~e: 
0Een-Loop El~envalues 
a III ILl r; n 
(lIsec) (~adls) (fiz) 
4.2S!m~ 1.24610+02 1.9~41HOI 3.4i40D-02 
2.5967D~ O.m~I»Ol 1.:J913DfOI 2. \,7Z0rl-0~ 
4.~OmtOO 1.0011Df02 I.S~~DfOl 4.3932D-02 
4.~6DfCO -1.2461[1+02 M'314DtOl 3.41~OD-O:! 
2.5967DlOO -8.73340fOl . 1.3913DIOI 2.9720[1-0: 
4.~Omf¢O -1.0011Dt02 IS;S6rlfOI 4.:m~l-o:! 
-1.02lSH-7 :.107IDI02 1.7621{II·Ol -9.247011-12 
5.C703n-l2 1.107Jl!fn 1. 76z?/lfOI S.Jn4H4 
3. 6927D-11 1.10710+02 1.U29nm J.!lIWH3 
-1.0232!J-09 -1.1071[:+02 1.76i\'D~-ol -'i. 2417IJ-12 
5.9674ll-12 -1.1071C+~2 1.76Zi'MOI 5.3902(1-14 
3.C:i02~11 -i.1071N02· 1.nZl'[lJOJ J.SN9I1-13 
Closed-Loop Eifienvaluce 
a III III r; 
n 
~sec) (~ad/s) (Hz) 
7.1415D+~O 1.U~OM02 2.0mDm :;.6411rt-02 
7.141SDH.~ -1.2MO~2 2.015filtOl 5.6-tm-o:! 
4. 4SJ60IC'~ 0.6572DtOI 1.3901,1»01 5.1376D-02 
4.4Sl6IlfOO -9.6S7211tOI I.JBG~lltOl 5. 1376D-02 
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DIRECT FEEOTHROUGH t!)D!FICATIOU TO LQR COST FUtlCTIONAL 
In this appendix, a derivation Is presented IndicatIng the modifica-
tions to the standard LQR cost function in regulator design required to 
account for a direct feedthrough term, I.e. the presence of a component of 
the Inputs In the outputs. The derivation is gIven In the continuous 
dOQaln to sImplify notation. Includin~ the direct feedthrough term. the 
dynacical model of the syste~ to be controlled can be written: 
. 
x - Fx + Gu 
(C.,l) 
y - Hx + Ou • 
The cost function to be minimized is the standard quadratIc functional: 
Mlnicizing .1 subject to the constraints of the dynamical model by the method 
of Lagrange multiplIers leads to the defintion of the Hru~iltonian and the 
Euler-Lagrange equations: 
H yTAy + uTI3U + ).T(Fx + Gu). (C.2) 
, ail i T '1' - uTUTAH - ).TF ax . - x H AH , (C .3) 
ail 0 T T uTB + ).TG + T T ' au - • x H AD + u D 1'.0 • (C.4) 
Def lning: 
B B + oTA(. 
• 
A A - Aoir 1oTA (C.5) 
F F - GS- 1DTAH , 
equation C.II can be solved for u to give: 




Substituting equation C.6 into C.4. the Euler-Lagrange equations can be . 
written in the standard form: 
. 




- H AHx . 
Thus. with the substitutions given in C.5. the LQR dcsign with direct 
feedthrough of inputs to output3 can be cast in the standard cost functional 





- B 'G S (C.8 ) 
u - Cx. 
In order to obtain the feedback appropriate for the original system in terms 
of the regulator gains co:nputed in C.B, cquation C.3 is rewwritten as 
follows: 
u .. - ex - i3-'oT"lIx - Cx • 
(C.9 ) 
C 
It should be emphasized that even in the case of time-lnvari~nt system 
matricies (F,G,H.D), the steady-state solution to tne forward regulator 
problem will not be the same as the fixed-gain regulator solution discussed 
in Section 3. They are solving t\lO DIFfSRENT problerl1s! In the forward, or 
causal regulator solution, only knowledge of the past is assumed. The 
fixed-gain regulator aSSllm€:s knowlledge of the system over' the entire inter-
val Which is usually assumed to be Infir.ite. 
- ,'6 -
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